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ABSTRACT

MEASURING THE.MORAL REASONING POWER
OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS

A recognition of the need for more appropriate means of determining stu-,

dents' moral maturity provided the impetus for this jaroject. Such means were

seen to be essential for both instructional purposes (needs assessment) and deter-

mining program effectiveness. Existing measurement devices were found to be

^

/unsatisfactory for both technical and practical reasons.

The primary focus of this research was the development of Tke Important

tonsiderations Survey (ICS) as an objective meast.ire of moral reasoning power.

The ICS was derived from the cognitive-developmental theory of trloral reasoning

enurciated by Lawrence I5ohlberg, and his associates. Kohlberg has described six

stages of moral maturity and grouped these stages into three levels: preconven-

tional, conventional, and post-conventional. The ICS is a "paper-and-pencil"

instrument that attempts to determine a student's level of moral reasoning along

Kohlberg's continuum from stage one to stage six.

Two experimental formats of the ICS have been prepared and field tested

on pupils aged 11 to 16. Boih formats present the stbdent with four stories, each

of which contains a moral dilemma. Rather than aiking for the most appropriate

decision to be made, the ICS focuses on the many considerations that might

precede decision-making. From a student's ratings of the relative importance. of

each of these considerations, an estimate of his moral reasoning power.is derived.

The Open-Ended Format (Form A) of the ICS allows the student to construCt ori-

ginal cOnsiderations by "v4:,;-ing in" what lie considers to be importanf. One N-1

_



consequence of this has been the need to provide detailed guidelines for scoring

constructed 'responses. The scoring manual attempts to provide such detail.

The Forced-Choice Format (Form 78FC) demands that the studentz respond only
. _

to those considerations provided; no "write-ins" are permitted. Thh latter

form (Form 78FC) is thus somewhat easier to score in that no interpretation is

required on the part of the scorer. Since the tasks involved in completing the

two forms ar vlightly different, Forms A and 78FC are not considered to be
. -

alternate fors in the strie sense of the term.

Some evidence Of the reliability and validhy-of the ICS hai'been estab-

lished. However, the_strength of this evidence hOs not.been sufficient to-tonvince

the authors to remove the "trial edition rider from the ICS.

The development of the JCS has been the primary focus of this research.

However, early in the life of the Object it became obvious that the,"poper-and-
-

pencil" format would probably riot be appropriate for younger elementary pUpils.

A decision was made to expiore downward extensions of Kohlberg's theory with

a view towards developing a better understanding of Oossible approaches to

assessment of moral reasoning at these.early ages., .At the .present.tiMe no.instru-
:

ments have been...developed; ho,kevei=`, tfie knowledge gained fr`om tw,o reseorch

projects will "hopefully provida,useful.-leads in 'the development of instruMents for

use with pupils below oge

The DiiernmaTiscussions Project was,a dasth-oom,research endeavour in
,

which students in gradei 4, .5, and 6 in two'sciloolslwes're .preie-nted W-ith moral

dilemmas and cisked fo generate considerations. Itiaddition , the-'students were;1 .4

asked to suggest,the poitible consequenCesof various alternatii,e.on the actors



involved in the dilemma. One of the objectives of this project was to attempt

-:to assess students' moral reasOning levels from the dialogue of the class during

the discussion period. Although Slight differences it; the level of reasoning

were noted between grades four and six, the project leaders felt that the task

needs consiaerable refining. The possibility of employing a serni-structured

.clas4room observation schedule is being explored.

The Role-Playing Project was. conducted by an elercentary School guid-

ance counsellor. Grades 2 and 4 pupils were.exposed to a series,of structured

-role-playing activities in an attempt to inflaence their moral reasoning levels.

The resear,ch of William Damon of Clark University and Robert Selman of Harvard

focused on the extension of Kohlbera'S theory downward to include persons be-

tween agei 4 and 10. Dimon redefined the premoral and preconventiOnal

levels described by1; Kohlberg, and Selman developed a parallel sequence of devel-

opmerital structures tnat a chfld displays in his understanding"of another's point

of view.(perspecte-taking). The rolelplaying methodology develOped.at Stan-
)

-
ford by FOnnie and George ShOfttl ifas employed in ari attempt to influence moral

'reasoning and social perspectNe-taking levels. Included in the project were

assessments of moial reasoning levels and social perspective-taking levels using

the semi-structured interviews developed by Damon and Selman. -The time

required for administration of these interviews poses serious problems that must

be overcome; however, the-knowledge and insights gained from this project

ought to be helpful in our efforts to refine the measurement tool.
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THE IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS SURVEY!

a measure of moral reasoning power

1 NTRODUCT 10 N

In school, at home, on the playing field, on the part-time job, in a host of private

and social settings, young people find themselies in situations in which their moral judgment,

is tested. Moral dilemmas, situations where the differe t values compete for txperson's

loyalties, are inevitable at all ages. Parents, clergymen, educators, and other interested"

'adults are properly concerned to help young people achieve ever greater power to cope

I with such dilemmas.

The development* of moral reasoning power is only one of many appr ches to valUes

\
education. Like the analysis approach, moral reasoning emphasizes rationaIfty and aims to

I
)

/
develcip more complex patterns,of reasoning. The methods used in the moral r awning

approach do provide also for the affective education of learners, helping them to come to \,,
.--,

grips with their own feelings, attitudes, wants, and needs in a world which expects of them

considerable "prosocial" as distinct from self7serving behavior. The emphasis, nonetheless,

is on rationality.

aorisiderably assisted by a Well-founded description of how moral reasoning develops. TO be

most' useful, such a theoretical model woul be coupled ith descriptions of the style of

thinking about moral issues and concerns which characterizes each successive stage of maturation..

Teachers, who are charged with the character development of their students,. can be
0

To some psychologists, "development" is rather strictly defined as the genetic unfolding
of the human organism.NWhen the social environment is structured to accelerate or sustain
development, as it may be in any educational setting, change in the human organism is
said to be "growth" rather than "development." Normally both development and growth
occur as the child interacts within' the various social environments.he encounters. To

'simplify, in this manual "development" and "growth" are used more colloquially, hence
interchangably. Even though the distinctions which could be made are acknowledged,
no benefit would accrue from using the ierms in their more narrow contexts.

12,
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On the basis of such'a developmental model and stage Characterizations, an iristru-

,meiit ,(deitce or procedure) has been designed to help.the teacher to assess juit where a

student ri With r espect to$is/her moral reasoning power. Such intight,would be invaluable
-

in helping fhe tea.cher.to Pitch instructiomat,the level pppropriate to the student. For

exampte,. if' there was an immediate need:1p deal.with a moral values problem, the discourse

could be conductedOt, or just stightly above, the power leyel of 'the studeDt lf,on the-
,

other:hand-, th-Cteacher's concern was for- kuilding the student's moral reasoning power, tken
. .1. . ,,,

,t ,

instruCtion.Might be geared to encouraging tht student to "stretch" from his present.stage
. r. . , . ,

, . . .

to the next staBe in-the developmental seq9enCe. Valpes education, especiallyporal eili.,ca-
:.

-tion; programs could be enhanced by such insight.
, , .

In addition, the existence of such an ,instrument".,to 'help assess- moral reasonin6

would be useful in evaluating the impact of instruction'tver time, say after students' had

been exposed to a moral values education program.

THE IM'PORTANT CONSIDERATIONS SURVEY: A STAGE-SEQUENCE APPROACH

The Important Considerations Survey (ICS) was originally conceived as an economical

means of estimating the moral reasoning pow..,14 adolescent students aged about 12-16

years who have no major reading problems or sPecial difficulties in expressing ,their ideas

in writing., An alterrkite format has also ,been designed to obviate the opportunity (and

hence need) to make any written response.

The ICS is intended as,cin alternative to the interview (or clinical) method of mea-
,

suring moral maturity as used' by, for example ean,Piaget or Lawrence. Kohlberg. A

variation of Kohlberg's interview format exists ai a "paper-and-pencil" instrument and is

destribed in Porter and Taylor's How to Asses the Moral Reasoning of-Students (Toronto:

The Ontario,Institute for Studies in Education, 1972). However, both Methods take rch

4-



time or expertise to ldmiriister and tO score. Existing "paper-and-pencil",instruments

h.ave been, tried and founkwanting, especially with younger adolescents.
1 go

The ICS is rooted. in Kohlberg's stage-sequence theory of ti.e growth of moral rea-

?soning power. While ICS is patterned upon the Kohlbergian developmental model and its

stage characteristics, ICS has some refinements which grew from research conducted .in

York County since 1970 and also from the testing of the ICS instruments with students in

several jurisdctions.

. The theoretical rationale of the ICS is derived from various research-supported pro-

positions about the growth of moral reasdning capacity in young people across cultures.

Individually these propositions should be viewed as somewhat tentative; collectimely they

have proved onost useful, approach'to understanding a complex developmental process.

The ICS is bOsed on The foliowing 23 propositions. (1) The development of reason-
,

ing power may be viewed as progress through a series of stages. (2) The ego is involved

from the outset, with each successive stage of development characterizedas.somewhat less

ego-conitrained (or ego-referenced) than the previous. (3) Every stage has-its own integral

pattern or structure of valuing. (4) Everyone progresses through the stage in (5) an invari-
'

ant sequence (6) at different rates and (7) may stop at any stage. (8) A person may be

in transition from one stage to the next higher and hence give evidende of being in two

stages at a time- (9) A person will not/regress in moral reasoning power (except'due to

mental dYifunction, as' in senility) (10) but, since each stage incorporates all previoussalw-
.,.

In styles, a ."residue" of earlier structures may sometimes seem "to be in control . (11) Of

course, a person might choose ot any time to decide and act in a way inconsistent witir

the aVailable reasoning power and past behavior. (12) One comprehends all earlier stages

of reasoning and (13) generally findS them unattractive as they dre seen to be less powerful

14



valuing prOcesses which produce less satis actory decisions and consequences. (14) One cannot

comprehend reasoning two stages higher than one's own. A person may react in either of ,

two basic ways to reasoning patterns more mature than his own. (15) Reasonind too far

above one's present stage may be "translated" or "corrupted" and made to fit into the

present structure of reasoning (Piaget speaks of "assimilation" and "accommodation").

Alternatively, (16) when presented with reasoning just one stage above the present level,

a new, more comprehensive, structure (stage .)! may be generated within the individual as

an attempt is made to apply the new structure to the resolution of a values conflict the old

structure could not deal with adequately. (17) One's moral reasoning may be placed into

disequilibrium (a state conducive to new learning) when one's reasoning is seen to' be too

inadequate to deal effectively with a dilemma and one feels obliged to grope toward a

more powerful moral reasoning style. (18) Growth to, a higher stage is triggered by a con-

firming state of disequilibrium, hence development normally occurs over a long period of

time. However, (19) there are some indications that there may, be "spurt" growth periods
4

at about 13 and 18 years of age but it is not clear to what extent this is genetically (as

distinct from environmentally)°programmed. (20) Moral rea;oning styles (stages) are hier-

archial inasmuch as each successively higher stage is a mdre powerful general mode of

handling moral dilemmas. (21) Many adults do nui pragress beyond stage 3 on this stage

scale. (22) Moral reasoning power is not an absolute predictor of moral action because

Many situational variables mediate between cognitive operation and behavior. (23) Every-
,

day's most common needs dci not usually call forth manifestations of one's highest level of

cognitive reasoning: therefore, even careful observation of spontaneoUs behavior may

result in an underestimation of moral reasoning power.

15
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THE MORAL STAGES

Kohlberg has described six stages of moral maturity and grouped these stages into

three levels, preconventional, conventional, and postconventional.

For students, age and mOral maturity are generally related, especially in younger

children. There is consideroble variance in-develOpment at any.school age, however.
,

-

Most children under 10 years are principally at the preconventional moral level. On this

level (stages 1 and 2) the child'is responsiye to culturar labeis of good and bad right 'or

wrong. The 'child interprets theselabels in terms of the phYsical consequencesk3f action,

(e.g., pynkshrnentor reWard) or in terms of the power of the rule-makers'. Rules and social
. .

expectations are understood as something external to the self. Preconventional reasoning

embracesonly one person's poiiit of view at a time. This is referred to as the "isolated

individual" social perspective since the needs of an individual (possiblyweighed against .

those of another person) are the bases of all consider'ations. There appears to be little or

no conception of the concern of others (e.g., family, comm'unity) in a general sense or

any appreciation of the .importance of maintaining social relationships.
.

-Stage1. rriay :be .terffied..the'punishment and, obedienCe orientation . The:.p4tiaal

Cor&lbenCes 'Of actrOn:.determine:4 goodness Or 'badness regardless of the human meaning
;47:

or value of these consequences. \Avoidance of punishment and unquestioning deference to
1

power are valued in their,own.right, not in terms of respect for an undedying moral order

supported by punishment and authority. Stage 1 involves only the individual's point of view.

Stage 2 may be termed the instrumental relativist orientation,/ Right action consists
,

of that .which inOrumentally satisfies one's own needs and occasionally' the needs of others.

urrian relations...are viewed in terms] ike those of the market place.' Elements of fairness,

of.reciprocjty, and of equal shOring are present, but they are alWayi interpreted in a

1 6



physical pragmatic way. Reciprocity is a Mattel' of "you scratch' my back andTilsCrotch
. .

Youri,' not of loyalty; gratitude, or justice: The stage 2 point of view is more developed

in that it is aware of a number,of other individuals, each-having other points of vievi.'z'
,

Stage 2 reasOning anticipates others' viewpoints arid useesuCh insights in-the formulation
,"

of a 'point of view. ',Onless a deal Is made it:is understoad that each will put his own ,

point of view Kist.

The conventional level (stage 3 and- 4) is the level of most adoleicents ahd adurts
. .

in our society and other societies. The term "conventional'means,COnforming to ahd.up7
,

".,

holding the rules and expectations 9f society or:authority (e.g., One's fathily, grouP.or

nation) just beCause these are tociety!t-rulet, expeCtatiOns or.conventions. This includes

actively maintaining, supporting, and justifying the order, and of identifying with the
_

persons or group involved in it.
,

Stage 3 may he termed the interpersonal concordance; or "good boy- nice girl'
,

orientation. Good behaviOr is that which pleases or helps others and is-approved by therh.

There is much conformity to stereotypical images. 'Stage 3 reasoning is guided by relatively

unexamhied 'notions of*hat is majority, or gOOd and "natural" 'behavior. 6ehavioris

frequently tjUdged by intention.-- "Fie means well" becomes important for the first time.

One earhs 'approval by being !'hice.",-The'stage 3persptv, sees' things from the poirit

of view of shared relatiónships between two,Or more individuals, relations of caring trust,

'respect, 'etc. Concern is lacking for socieiy as a whole or for its institutions.

Sta9e'4 is often referred to as the "law and order orientation. There it orientation

taward authority, fixed rules and the maintenance of thesocial order. Right behavior
r

,consiits' of doing One's duty, showing respect for out hority, and maintaining the given social

17



order for lit ownsake. Stage 4 reasOning clearly reflects the perspective of someone taking

the point of.viev; ofthe saciarsystem or society aS a 'P/hole.
,

fhe postconventional,.autonomous, or principled level (stage 5 and 6) is reqched by

,

\; &minority of adults and-Usually only after the age ofi 20 to 2 . Those at this level under-.

stand -and,.basjaatly accept society's rules but this aaceptance and understanding is based on

the.prior formulation and acceptance of general moral principles or values underlying society's

.Whengeneral moral principles come

ventiona1'individUal,judges by principle.

vri

;1into co 1 flict with_society's rules, the postcon-
,

While using tIis iixr stage model, the authors Of the ICS yecognize and view as poten-

tia ly useful current research which defines a stage 0 which offers subdivisions within stages

0-5,, ahd which speculates upon a stage ("rational mysticism") beyond.stage 6. I

ICS FORMATS
, .

Two experimental formats of the ICS haye been prepared and extensively field tested.

As the terni "experimental" suggests, it is expected that continuing trials will result in

further refinement of the ICS. The intended range of use is principally with grades 7 to 10,

ages 11 tO 16. This age grade sequence hai been designated as "Level 2".* This manual

is for use in scoring both formats of the.ICS LeJel 2, the March 1976 (or 0376) Trial Edition.

Both' formats present the reader (norMally a.student) with four dilemma stories, in

addition to a sample story, each of Which embodies a moral conflict. These stories appear

below (pages 20, 27^, 34, 41). Each story leaves someone wondering what to do. A deci-

sion must be made and many considerations may be .important in the decision making. The

In earlier versions of this manual mention was made of "A senior level ICS for secondary
school and possibly adult populations.P Early drafts of this senior level (Level 1) instru-

,
ment were field tested through 1974-76. Interested parties should contact the author for
further infbrmation. 18
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respondent.(to whom we shall'also refer to as the stodent) is not tiked to make &decision but

rather to deal with the possible considerations which midhi enter intO the deciding processes.

Kohr-erg's strategy has been to ask the resp'ondent to make a decision, then to Say

why this decision wai "right," or some variant of this routine. This 'approach has not been

followed in the ICS as it was observed that "taking a stand," then defending it, tended to

produce defeisive rationalizations. These were sometimes at a lower level than the

student's actual moral reasoning capacity. Asking for "importarit considerations" seems to

obviate this problem. ,

Exactly what we mean by "important consideraHons" will beclo\ clearer as the

first ICS format is described. The two formats differ in several respects beyond their

physical appearance. The formats suppose some differences in the nature of the _respondents

and the purposes of the test administrator. But the theoretical basis (developmentalism) is

the same in both instances.
./

THE OPEN-iENDED FORMAT: FORM A

This form is better suited when one wishes to estimate the highest stage of moral

reasoning which can be evoked from a respondent or when one wants a maximum spread

of scores. It may not suit the somewhat immature or inarticulate pre-teen student, but is

recommended where one expects to find\ a high degree of conventional level reasoning.

\ ,
Previous attempts, have been mad to replace the clinical interview method used by

. re.

Kohlberg. Such have produced eithersa aper-and-pencil replication or adaptation of

the interview questiorcs (e.g., the OISE work mentioned earlier) or forced-choice formats

(e.g., James Rest's Defining Issues Test). To avoid the problems encountered in the OISE'

approach, this project first attempted to adapt forced-choice formats used, with adults to

the circumstances involved in working with adolescents.

19



But even though the panels of alternatives from which our youthful respondents

were "forced" to Choose 'important considerations" was large, some expressed a strong

desire to write in their own considerations. By trial and error a "mixed format" evolved.

The "mix" combines a panel of considerations and also provides an opportunity

--

for respondents to express in their own words what they feel or think to be "important

considerations." This came to be termed an "Open-Ended Format" although, in fact, a

respondent is not obliged to construct any responses whatsoever for the majority of ,the

dilemma stories, as shall be shown, below. But first the point must be made that such a

format presents theoretical and practical problems which cannot be said,to be completely

overcome.

The most significant of the practical problems* is tharthe constriicted responses

ought idealy be evaluated by a trained, experienced scorer, someonefamiliar with devel-

opmental psychology in general and Kohlberg's model in particular. The next best situation

is to.provide a detailed scoring manual by which a relatively naive person could learn to

score. That is, more or less, the main purpose of thii manual. This also accounts both

for ike attention given in the opening pages to Kohlberg's stage-sequence Model and for

the great detail provided in the ,rctions on scoring of this format.

* A theoretical problem with praCtical implications is that the reipondent who opts for more
than the minimum amount of "writing in" is not (it could be argued) performing the same

, task as the respondent who chooses not to construct any'more "important considerations"
, than required. There is some indication that the act of constructing responses may pro-

duce loWer moral reasoning scores. This has Firactical imi)lications for comparing scores
produced under the different possibilities. If the different response modei also produce
unreliable scores for-an individual (who alternates between minimum and maximum con-
struction of.responses) there may be even more serious 'implications. Carefully structured
trials are called for. .

20



Ihe [Lb open-ended format operates at two levels.j.For three stories there is the,

"mixed format" just desCribed. The'fourth story offers a more truly open-ended format.

'The foUrth story requirei that the respondent Construct "important considerations" in his

own Words. After prodUcing whatever he Can, the respondent then proCeeds with the

next steps as with the otherthree dilemma stories. It now remains to'see what those steps,

or tasks, consist of.

For the first three stories the respondent has three tasks to perform. ,First, he is

to.rate eight given.considerations according to their importance: none, some, or great.,

(Students are asked to check "none"- in response to given considerations which they do not

understand.) The panels of given considerations appear below (pages 21, 26, 35). Se-
_

cond, he may'add one or two considerations which he feels are important. Finally, he

is to rank order what he sees as the three Most important- considerations for each story.

In the fourth story no considerations are given,and the student is to Construct a panel front '

which he is to choose the three mos,t important. The three considerations chosen by the

respondent for all four stories are the scorer's first concern and are the basis for calcula-
,,

tions of moral reasoning scores. 11/N.

Each of the given consideratiops is stated in a manner consistent with the reasoning

of one particular stage. The assumption is that the respondent will choose or construct

considerations whiCh are consistent With the stages at which he is reasoning. Thoseconsid-_

erations which the respondent discards as being of no importance are assumed to be stated

at either a lower or much higher stage level than his own, or simply "not understandable."

In one story (The Overdose) we have injected two considerations which are, in-

fact, what-test-makers call "Kangaroo" ("K") statements. These are "high sounding,"

verbose statements which, objectively viewed, are meaningless. Normally the respondent
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will rate,their importance as amnonefi since these ore not understandoble.

These "Kangoroos" are.,included at a check. When a student choses both,os

important, all his responses mutt generally-be viewed with suspicion.' There ore at leost

three possible explanations os to why o student might report these goobledygook statements

,

astimportant. First, the fine sounding words may ,be attroctive. Second, he may think

of these os socially occeptable considerotions to which he must respond so os to gain the

approval of the exorniner (stoge 3 reasoning). Finolly, it may simply be that the student,

a poor reader ond responded-to o hostily derived or false meaning. Depending on why

the ICS was odministered, one might wish to diicover which of these possibilities obtoins,

6;i-flight judge the ICS os unrelioble for this respondent', or might conclude thot the

r. picking of K stotements was consistent with other indicators "of o stage.-3 conformist morai.-7--

reosoning style.

.;

Scoring

Fomiliority with the generol chorocteristics. of the stages will greotly ossist in deter-

mining the meoning of responses.

It is importont to note thot no single stotement, including ony given contiderotion,
!

is on unombiguous indicotor of the structure style, pattern or stoge of moral reosoning ot
..

work within et n individuol. Any single stotement must be coniidered within the context of

a sequence or pattern of statements.

Both the stories ond the panels of considerotions provide the students with vocobulory

ond possibly olso with concepts. Therefore, it is not surprising thot sometimes in writing

in their "own" considerotions, respondents simply rewrite given considerations or use word-

ings which have been introduced by the ICS. The respondent who laCks good powers of

2 2
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,

-eipression'may be aided to make his thoughts or feeltngs,clearer.- 'Especially if onwrwishes

.. .

to,discover the:highesr stage at which fhe respondent is capable of rgaoni', it is desirable

to minimize problems such as weak powers of,expression. A danger is that words (and

reasoning Styles) "may be-put into the mouths of respondents which are not in their mental,

struCturing" "and hencean'artificially high score might be attained'.

t`f,..

Students maY also rewrite given considerationi in alesS "elevated' way simply be- .

f - cause they don't want to ledve the.space forcadditional considerations empty. We acCept
,

that there will be rewordings for such purposes and we don't discard such considerations on
-

these grounds. Rather, we interpret a re-write 'of a given consideration at the same stage

as a possible confirmation of the student's stage of reasoning. Therefore, such considerations

-are taken at face and scored as if they were "original" utterances.

This manual reproduces many (obviously not aH possible) cOnsiderations whiJh stu-

dents have typically constructed in response o each of the four ICS stories. Many utterances

fairly reflect the nature of reasoning at each stage for eaCh story. Exan'iples of ambiguous

-
and unscorable utterances are also; provided.' An understanding of the Kohlberg model is

important in interpreting the' considerations a student constructs and, in turn, in assigning

the appropriate stage designation to each consideration.

Each ICS story is presented in this manual and, for the first three stories, the panels

of given considerations is shown. To the left of each given consideration is indicated the

stage of reasoning this consideration reflects.

Scorers may note that a respondent's stage of reasoning may vary within a story

and among stories. There seems to be evidence that people progress gradually from one

stage of moral reasoning to another. It may also be that the progress occurs, at least in

some circumstances, only one moral issue at a time. In thejune 1975 draft edition,of
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Kohlberg's isAoral Stage Scoring Manual, it is explained that:

"A given issue is the point of entry to a given stage. Reasoning
at a higher stage first appears with regard to a particular issue,
then generalizes or 'spreads' to other issues," (p. 94, Part 1).

Ambiguous Considerations Defined

Ambiguous coniiderations reflect reasoning which contains elements of two stages.

An ambiguous consideration may often e clarified by Jooking first at (a) the other con-

siderations chosen in that particular story, then if the ambiguity is not resolved, looking
T

at (b) the general pattern of responses (the rating and ranking of given and constructed

cansiderations) throughout the ICS.

A clear example of an ambiguous consideration can be seen with "ClaitSale," p. 34

The student wrote, ."Whether the teacher would mind if they change the agreement." We

call this "ambiguous stage 2-3." One concern seems to be for the approval of The authority

figure (the teacher). This is consistent with the social perspective of stage 3 reasoning.

However, it is also possible to interpret this concern as preconventional, stage 2 reasoning.

To do something which the teacher does mind is not likely to satisfy one's needs, and may

in fact result in negative physical (as distinct from psychological or social) consequences.

In trying to assign a stage core to such ambiguous considerations, we use a' method

which we call "context scoring. We study the student's ambiguous utterance in the con-

text of his ratings of all other considerations for fhat story. If he has written in another

consideration, it (as-well as his responses to the given considerations) is examined. We look

at the stage(s) of the considerations ranked first, second, third. We look to see which, if

any, considerations have been rated as'none" in terms of importance and which considera-
,

tions have been rated as "great."

2 4
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Suppose that a student's written consideration, which he has ranked as most impor-

tont, is an ambiguous utterance, possibly a stage 2 or possibly a stage 3 style of reasoning.

If the student has ranked two stage 3 considerations and given low ratings to stage 2 con-
\

. siderations, then there is a very good'case for scoring the.ambiguoui item as stage 3.

Similarly, if two stage 2 considerations have been ranked as important, then the ambiguous

consideration may be scored as yet another case of stage 2 reasoning.

Wit is not possible to detefmine an affiliation with either stage 2 or 3 in this way,

then the student's responses to the other stories provides another context to explore. Per.-

haps a very clear preference for stage 2.or 3 reasoning may be found. But since the moral

issues vary, from-story to story, different levels of reasoning are'often elicited. When this

is the case, the ambiguity cannot be resolved. Therefore, the consiCieration is left as

"ambiguous stage,2-3" and is not used in the calculation of the student's' Moral Reasoning,

.Score (MRS), as described later in this manual..

Another ambiguoilis consideration, contuining elements of both stage 3 and stage 5,-
was found during early trials 'in response{ to the "Rock Concert" story. The student wrote,

"Whether \daughter,has the right to disobey her mother. " If.the student had written in

or chosen stage 4 Or considerations elsewhere in the s-urvey this might provide sufficient
-

reason to score this ambiguous consideration as stage 5. If such higher stage reasoning does

not appear elsewhere, it should be scored as stage 3 since it reflects a cbnventional thinkees

Concern with social relationships.
1.01

As a rule, it is preferable to leave a consideration. as "ambiguous" than to assign d

stage score when there is a big elementof doubt. "Big" is o subjective assessment which

will probably depend on the experience of the ,scorer.
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Unscorable Considerations Defined

There are tW,o types of unscorable considerations.

Sometimes a student in writing, a consideration,/ does not provide enough informa-
,

tion for stage assignment. For example, in response to'-"The'Overdose," t-he student roay

write "Whether it is justified for the doctor to give the overdose." This may suggest-what

'the student feels should be done but gives nO clue as to his moral reasoning. Coniidera-
--

tions such as this do not discriminate between stages and may be given ai often at one stage

.

yos,onother. Two more eXamples illustrate this point: (1) "Whether Jean wobld be doing

'more harm than good by letting Sue copy.": (Teammates)i (2) "Whether the students would

spend the money wisely if the original agreement were kept." (Class SaleS

Other unscorable considerations are those which re-state the facts of the story, or.--

state their perception of the dilemma, or just give a solution to the dilemtna.. The following

are two examples which were made in response to "Overdose: (1) "Whether the doctor

shouldn't do it." (2) "Whether or nOt the doctor shouldgi:/e him the overdose-."

Some Special Cases ,/'
It sometimes happens that a student rates the various considerations but does not

rank them: Perhaps he has forgotten this part of.the task, or had intended to return to this

job but ran out of time. Sometitines a students ranks the conSiderations but rates only one

or two. Occasionally a student ranks one consideration as "most important," "second most

important," and "third most important." And, not uncommonly, a student may paraphrase a

. given consideration and rank both the original and paraphrased consideration.

What is to be done in these or other cases that do not conform to the "standard"

pattern of responding to the survey? As mentioned earlier in this section, when a student

reViords a given consideration 'and ranks the resultant paraphrase, it is assumed that the
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student is telling something about his-stage of moral r'eaioning.
,

at friee value, unless there are overriding considerations.

Similarly, when a .student purposely ranks one consideration as first', second' and

4

r

His data are accepted

.1

third most importan , we have to aSsume that he is plumping for the 'Only conS'ideratiori he.-i '. ,,

4

"thinks worth ranking. In such cases eachctirne "the same consideration" is
l'
rdted, 'it is

-,

-. .
treated as if there were multiple coniiderationsi each at the same stage. The

thumb l';'"Where the student's intent seems clear., give the apparently intehdedcweight to

the student's resporises."
,

, .

k is less, clear about what to do when data are incomplete as, for exariiale,'.Wheo
1

the student has rated the considerations but not ranked.the,three'n;ost imp-ortant.. Where
1,, r

one or two are ranked, it is suggested that the scorer use only what the student.has4given.

Failure to give a third (or possibly also a second) "most important consideration(' clerkly. s

.

suggests that the studetit knew what to do, but fOund difficulty, either in deciding priOritiest./
. /

or in finding enough "importane", considerations.
,

Where no considerations have been ranked for one story only, we have experimented

by checking the ratings to see,whether one-or twb or three considerations-have bien rated ..

as of great-iripartance and where this is so, treating them as if they.had been the ranked-

items: This has usually, but not invariably, yielded stage scores consistent With_the- stu-

dent's scores in other stories. This suggests that little-is to be-gained oi- lost when dealing

with a group of studenti. But for-any individual on any single stO6i this is not always the r?

. case. Where valid and reliable individual-scores are wanted, this process of inference-tan-.;

not be recomMended, eVen for one story. It is recommended that, WhereVer

dents be asked to return to complete the eXercise. Subsequent editions.of ICS will alert/

administrators and those doing the survey to.give attention to completingthe ranking.task;-..
;
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CalcUlating a'Moral Reasoning Scol'e (MRS) for FORM;A

When all the- considerations which the student has ranked hcni:e been assigned a
.

stage, the next task:is to caiculate a compbsite score. The tallying is actually done on

the forrn which is printed on theiront. of the ICS: The Moral Reasoniha Score (MRS) is

1

calculated on.the bails of the.three- considerations which the student judges tb be most

<,

importarii for eaCh.story.-.Anibi'guoUs (A); Unscorable (U), and Kangaroo (K) conidera--./
tions Which ,cannot be aisigned b stage, are recorded on the tally sheet (a specimen is

.

shown on tye,rieiit page) bufare not includecPin the 46laulat,ion Of the:MRS.

The sircimen tally'sheet s6ows thescoring 'procedure used with the ICS of a grade.,

7 student W'ho, in.respopse to Teamniates (Story I ) rankedconsiderations #1 (stage 2), 02

(stage 1) ond,#7 (stage 2).* For Overdose (Story II) the considerations ranked were #3
..

.,
s

(Kangcra), #6.-(stage 1) bnd bn-unscorable, student-constructed consideration. For Class

Sale Story 'III) :consideretions'01 (stage 2), 02 (stage 3) and,07'(stage 2) were ranked.
- , . .: ,

, . . .e

Inir,esponie to Rock Concert (Story ,IV)-the student constructed and ranked two stage 3

,
considerations and One at.stage 2. ,, ,

...;

Irt Column "A" of the tally sheet, enter the sum of considerations chosen at each

specifib'stage. Total GoluMnink and,enter'thiS-total at thfoot of the column. On the

speciMen tally.sheet, the total is 10....
Next multipl7.the sum c(the considerations chosen at each stage, by that stage.

. Enter each:product irj:Column "B". On the specimen tally sheet, 2 cOnSiderations are

stage:1, sb ."2",.(2 '1) is entered in Column "B": Similarly 5 are.stage 2, so "10".

."(5,i 2) is eritered and 3 are stage 3 and "9" (3 x 3) is entered.
st.

Total Column "B" and enter this total at the foot of the column..
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Finally, divide,thetotdl'of Column "B" iSif the total 'of Coluinn "A" an

multiply by 100. The result:(rounded if necessary) is the student's Mora; Re2iscining

Score. On the specirnen the MRS Is ."210" (21 if 10 x 100).

' If for further analyiis or' reporting, a distributionof stage assignMents is required.;

as a percentage, a column' "PC" is.provided. .Two of the ten assignments are stage 1

, , :,
(20%), five 'are Stage 2(50%) and three, cire stage 3 (30%). 'This, by:the way;',Is not an

unirtual distribution-for Ci griide 7 student and could be interpreted narratively sortiething

like this: `.

'Thsstudenf is principally reasontrig at stage 2(instrumental
relativism) with stage 3. (coqformist) reasoning the minor stage
being shOwn when distributive justice and family relatiViiships
(Stories III and ,Kare'concerned. A residue of stage 1 rea-
soning is in evridence."

1.

SPECIMENV 'MitS Tally Sheet, Level.21 Fd1M A

e.

7.'; '

' b

K

(A)
/

(B)

4./

PC

gs)

S' 0

(B)
MRS = TAS X 100

' ), .

::. x /4:
to

.

/0 ,
.



Guide To ,8cOring 'Each ,Story
,

Reproduced on the following.pages ore the fodr dilemma stories'. of 1-he-ICS.Level..
' I ;

: 2, Form, A. Immediately facing each of the first three storiei ii the.f&Mat,in.which the i
..

, , i

stutient meets the "importani considerations.' To thk-,specimen page has been added:- '

, the stage score for each of the given considerations. .For the fourth 'story, ,Which has no

giyen'considerations, the format for the:nreception" of studeniconstructed Consideration

is shoWn.
I

Following eaCh story (and its, 'Yeception'.farinatn'are exainples:of.','Coni.iderOtions,r!

lisiedby stage frOM stage 1 through stage 5,-.; ExaraPlei of .ortibibbOus:t.ind:unScoroblecpri7;:-.
.,.

siderations follow thereafter.

This stOrr-by-story scoring guide cannot.cover every passible reiponse generateckby,,

students. 13ut it does indicate the nature of statements Which can' and cannot.be assigned a

stage score arid ftrther indicates the most likely stage of the/scarablutterances, including.
- .

those which areambiguous except wherfscored in context..
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Sue and ..lean pre classmates arid,both are alsO-stor.s.on.their
schobl's voIIeyball team'. The .chdippionship.game..is To:be played
on Friday. afternbon. :

OnMonday tlieir teacher reminded.them,thbt the: erid7of-term
Mat-hematrcs fest-wiiuld be held on Wednesday and reslt give.h an
Thui:sday:

-Later Sue stird to Jean; "Rernember,el Wos'away all last week?
far 6ehir;d I'll p'rakibly,,fail 'the test and,then they'll';putine-

off the team. YoU're 'really good in math Iona you sit beside me In-
Clais. if yoU'keep yoUr papei5q1o'se,to fhe.edge of the'des,:i:-.Car;"
see.enough Onswers toPbsi,..:1;11,prObObly only need to cCipy, two of



-How. Much importance dOYOU think shbuld be given to the f8IlOwing Considerations?

CO NS I DERATI 0 NS' IMPORTANCE
'NONE SOME 'GREAT

. Whether Sue and Jean are'close friends
-. ..

2 0,hether Jeari Might be caught. and given a -failing.

mark for letting. Sue-copy' '
_

.

_ .

Whether it was fair-of the febcher to make Sue take
the't-est so, soon'after a long absence: -

,, i
.

. Whether any real good cOuld come to the school if
. copying .on exams was practised .

. - Whethei'.it wbuld go against the rights of other
-students to Jet Sue copy ,

.

-
Whether JeOn cOuld be dropped from the _team if
she was caught letting Sue copy

. .,

.

.,
-Whether Sue,had ever helped Jean in a similar
,situation

Whether Sue could get extra help and learn enough
moth to pass .

9.
,

Whether
.

.

_

..

10.
_

Whether

..

-
. .

,

. .

- From the:deCisions, you have just rnadeelect the

:Most trnportont consideraliOn

,Second'most important Consideration

Third rt?Ost impailant. -onside'rafibn
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Story 1 -- Teammates: Examples of Considerations

Staga;1

"Whether.Jean might be caught and giNieh a failinj"Mcirk for letting Sue copy"

, .

(ICS consideration 412). Variants: "Whether JeT would get caught:and fail

t o";, "Whether Jean Cind Sue could get away with it."

(2) "WhetheeJean could be dropped from the team if she was caught letting Sue

copy" (ICS considercition 06). Variant: "Whether they would both be off the

- team."

T (3) "Whether Jean would be daughl and herrnother (father) would pUnish her."

"Whether othei. student's .Might tell'On'them.". VOCiOnt: "Whether other,ou-

dents had ever b,een caught and what was their punishment."
0

-

Stage 1 thinking shows a concerri-for,, if not a.preoccupation with the avoid-..

'ahce of physicalpunishment.

Stage 2

"Whether Sue and Jean are close friends".(ICS consideratieln 01).

"Whether Sue had helped Jean with other' school work in the past" (ICS consid-

eration #7). Variant: "Whether if the tables were turned, Sue would let Jean

cop.y."

(3), 'Whether Jean would lose friends by letting Sue copy."

(4). "Whether the team needed Sue so much that Jean felt she should let her copy."

Variants: "Whether being on the volleyball team is worth cheating for";

'Whether the game meant a lot to Jean."

(5) "Whether the game is more important than math."
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(6) "'Whether not cooperating would prevent'Sue from cheating." Variant:

"Whether Sue cheats often needs to be stopped."\
"Whether Sue ii\thinking of Jean and the team or only of herself."

.

"Whether Sue would not be Jean's friend any more if she didn't help her cheat.°

Variant:, "Whether Jean hat the courage to risk losing a friend."

The needs and desires of both.Sue and Jean are of considerable importance to .

(Jean's decision, in the eyes-of stage 2 reasoning. The perspective is limited to that ofI,
these individuals, one at a time or reciprocally. Concerns tend to be physical and:tan-

gible, but may include a desire to avoid psychologically painful situations. Some concem

to deter cheating by Sue in order to protect her own general interests'may be *shown by

Jean.

Stage 3

, (1) "Whether it was fair of the teacher to make Sue take the test so soon after' a long

absence" (ICS consideration 03).

(2) "Whether Sue could get extra help and learn enough Math to pass" (ICS consider-

ation 08).

(3) "Whether it is right for dnyone to aheat no matter what the circumstances."

Variant: "Whether it is the right thing to do"; "Whether cheating is unfair to

those who were also away." (Cf this latter with ICS consideration 05, a stage 5

orientation.)

(4) "Whether it is proper to help anyone who is being tested on his/her ability."

(5) "Whether Jean saw this as helping someone who had been unfairly treated'

(or who needed help) rather than cheating."

Stage 3 thinking is often marked by a definite reluctance to condone cheating
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arid an eagerness to look for other explanations of behavior (as in 5, above) or to

suggest possible socially-acceptable alternatives. The following examples illustrate thii

point.

(6) "Whether Sue could get extra instruction from Jean before the test" (a variant

of ICS consideration #8).

(7) "Whether Sue could pass without cheating by 'cramming' ."

Social standards such as fairness Ond honesty are often evoked in stage 3

reasoning.

Stage 4

"Whether any real good could come to the school if copying on exams was

practised" (ICS consideration #4).

Grade 7 to 10,students rarely construct stage 4 responses. Stage 4 considerations

would deal with the issue of doing one's duty so as to maintain society (in this case, the

sockil structure would be the school). The respondent might show a strong identification

with social expectations and rules and might refer to the need to actively support achieve-

ment of good academic standards before a student were permitted tO participate on

school teams.

Stage 5

(1) "Whether it would go against the rights of othdr students to let Sue copy"

(ICS consideration #5). Note how the orientation differs from example 3 of the

stage 3 considerations.

Stage 5 considerations are rarely generated by adolescents. However, a num-

ber will select this consideration, some perhaps cueing on the word "rights." Stage 5

reasoning is concerned7ith general individual rights and standards which have been
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critically examined and agreed upon by society as a whole or a particular segment, such

as a school community. An agreed-upon "right" is a different matter from what is a

"right'' action as loosely defined by convention (and uncritically internalized as one ma-
'

tures away'from a preconventional reasoning structure). From more adult respondents it

-may by hypothesized how any adolescent entering a postconventional stagewould reason.

He may see Jean's own opinion on the morality ipvolved in letting Sue copy as important

only as long as it refers to community standards The possibility of getting rules changed

P
so that Sue would not be put off the team if she tails,the test might be mentioned.

(1)

Ambiguous' Considerations-

"Whether Jean should take the cha7ce to _let Sue- copher." Variant: "Whether

it was worth the risk" (Ambiguous stage 1 or 2).- A case might b made that these

are restatements of the dilernma,/hePce unscorable. Hoç, sludnts do not

see it this way and give either stage 1 or stage 2 rationali ations for such utterances.

I

(2) "Whether Jean and Sue were willing to suffer the consequehcei" (Am-

1 or2)-: lf, as is usually the case, a sense of "immanent justice" (the-deed is

wrong because it is..going to be punished) prevails, then this,is- a stage 1 Utterance.
_

But it sometimes relates to potential disruption of the Sue Jean-reltatiabihip, as
.

in several of the stage,2 examples given.

(3) "Whether her conscience agreed" (Ambiguous stage 2 or 3). Compare this with

the st'age 3 consideration for "The Overdose" dilemma , "Whether if he killed --

him it would be on his conscience for the rest of 'his life." In the present example

there Ts'no clear inference that an act which is socially condemned is contemplated.

(4) 1"Whether Sue onsidered that this act is unfair' to everyone." (Ambiguous stage



3 or 5). There is just not enough to determine the stage. The word "fair" enters

children's vocabulary by age 3, so is little guide

Frc+ what is given, we cannot knOw the basis of

ineans critical analysis or only an internalization

\The ambiguous utterances mix conventional reasoning (notions of what is good,

right, just,\natural, proper, fair, etc.) and either (i) preconventional-Ooncern with individ-

ual satisfaction or need fulfillment or more rarely (ii) with emerginappstconiierition

to the level of ieasoning.

"Sue considered," whether this

of convention.

.

notions of principles such as justice or individual rights.
) 4/

Unscorable Considerationsv'

"Whether it would do any good-to cheat.." "GOOd.," like fair" creeps'into
-

vocabularies Oit any early age and is-no olear indication of Moralreasoning itructure.

"Whether Sue would only copy one or two answers:" LOoking-for.rnore.data or a

Way to soften or resolve the dilemma by speculating "what if ..." common but

not exclusive to stage 3 reasoning.

"Whether Sue cheats constant fy on tests." See (2). above and noe differencefiOin

example...6, stage 2.

"Whether Sue would have done well had she notbeen absent." Again, a desire 0,--

to clarify or manipulate,situational va,riables seems to be-in evidence. .
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An elderly man was slowly dying of a very painful
diseose.for:which there seemed to be no cure. The man's
son was a doctor and he gave his father as:large a dose of
pain-killer as was safe. At last even a do-se ,that great

, could not ease the terrible agony.' The Man begged for a-
deadly overdose of 4ie pain-killing drug to PUt hirn.o0t.
of his suffering. ..

The doctor considered .giving his father 'the.ovefdo....
.



Stage ,

3

4

a,

28

THE OVERDOSE

How much importance do YOU think should be given to the following considerations?

C 0 NSI DERAT l0 NS IMPORTANCE
NONE SOME GREAT

1. Whether the family is in favour of,giving the
overdose

2. Whetherthe doctor is bound bythe same.laW as
everyone else and must not kill people

,

3. Whether God and the law would be in conflict if
society kept alive by force thoie who want'to die

Whether all elderly, and illiperSons Would,be
endangered .. if society perthitted such actions

. .
. Whether theo7:0dose..Opuld be made to took like

an accident' or sViCide

6. Whether the doctor 'rnigl,lf be punished for cauiing
his father's death

. Whether the ,right to die ovéri'idesthenied[Cal.
.obligation,ro society'S:behavior

,

8. Whether one can eYer..toS,tify:enditig gny ilufTlq6
' ' ' . '

9.. WhOl,her

-10. Whether
:

.

From the decisions you hove just,:r'.na e,,Select:the

ost important ccinsideratiort:',,

Second most-importao consi.deration
. ,

Third mast importanf_cOnsideratian'
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Story 11 -- The Overdose: Examples of Cbnsiderations

Stage 1

"Whether the doctor might be punished for causing his father's death" (ICS

consideration 06). Variants will stress (or at.,reeast clearly infer) that the tat

is wrong becaute it will be punished, eg., "Whether the doctar realized

he.would inevitably be-punished.," Particular punishments may be suggested

loss of licence, civil actions "revenge," etc.)

(2) '','Whether the doctor can disobey his father: his father ca tell him what to

db." Variant: "Whether the dying man's wife agrees: sh s the doctor's

mother dnd he has to obey her.",

Virtually all stage 1 reasoning on this issue of "life" revolves about inevitable

punishment (or prospects for avoiding it) or absolute deference to an authority, such as

the pawer of parents over children or God over all men. The merely prudential considera-

Hon of the poss,ible consequences of ending a life does not in itself.necessarily reflect a

stage.,1 moral reasoning structure. It is the definition of terminating a life as "wrong"

because it is punished that distinguishes the preconventional Mode of thought. Some invoke

"Thou shalt not kill" as an absolute authority.

(1)

Stage 2

"'Whether the overdose could be made to look like an accident or suicide" (ICS

consideration 05). Variant: "Whether there is a better way of killing him to

. end his pain, and covering up."

"Whether the son should run the risks becatise of his father's wishes."
,

4.0



(3)=- "Whether the doctor should give the overdose because of his father's great pittn:4'

(4) "Whether the overdose woidd actually kill, or hirlfj3dt him in more pain.'
, ,

Variant:. 'Whether the overdose .iZtouid makeloinething,else worse andlhart eVen

(5)

,

!Whether the money spOit to,keep the old pith alive woulkhe ,6etter spent else=4.

-
where, since he would die soon anywcir.

Stage 2 considerations reflect the repsoning that right action is that Which meets

your needs and occasionally the needs of others' too. Suh reaSoning as applied to the pre-

sent genre of-dilemma is stated well in Porter and Taylor How to Assess .the Wird Reasoning

Of Students (1972):'

(2)

..
."A human life is valuablewben it satisfies the needs

, .

.
.

of its _possessor. In.this case, it is,6 life of pain,

withouf satisfaction, and soli is not valued. The de-

cision as to whether'io (overdose ) is up. to ihe (dying

patient)." p. 25..

Stage 3

"Whether the family is in favour of giving the overdose" (ICS consideration 01).

Variants: "Whether the doctor, got consent from (family, the courts other,doctors)

-C

and everyone agreedthis w6s right to do." Note that this is neither the same-
.

thing as unquestioning deference to authority (stage 1) nor is it the stage 6 soc:10-.

legal consensus approach:
t,

es

"Whether the doctor bound by the same law as everyone else,and must not kill

people" (ICS consideration 02). Variant: "Whether it would be legal."

41
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,

(3) -"Whelher it is the ddctor's responsibility to end the man's pain." (Compore this

with "Whether the-doctor hod any legol authority to kill him" and "Whether

the doctor thinks he has the right to take away the mon's life," both also stoge

3 reasoning but with different emphases -- duty, law, right).

(4) 'Whether a cure could be found in the near future." Vari t : "Whether the

(5).

father might chonge his mind or be talked out of suicide"; 'Whether it is 100%.

certain that the old man woUld soon die."

"Whetheri-if..he killed him it would be on his conscience for life." Note thot
-

here it is inferred that killing is wrong, but in example 3 of the ombiguous con-

siderations for thel'eamrhate story there is no clear inference.

(6) "Whether it is wrong foi: a doctor to kill a patient he is supposed to be helpingY

(7)

(8)

;

"Whether the doctor's other patients (colleagues, etc.) would think terribly of

him."

"Wh.ether the doctor is compassionate toward his father's agony."

Stage 3 reasoning comprehends that the issue of human life is of great importance.

It recognizes that society hos a itrong interest in the motter. Stoge 3 reasoning views taking

a life as "wrong" by social definition and yet is oble 1.6 sympathize with the agony of the

dying mon (ond, in most coses, with the ngohy of the son). Responses may focus on the

possibility.of a cure being found or ofother chonged circumstances that would obviote

the extremely difficult moedl dilemma. Occasionally Biblical citations may be giver? (not

as an absolute injunction os in stage 1 reasoning) as an indrcator' of how "right" action is

socially defined.

4 2
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Stage 4 .-,..,
.,..,

. .
4 "' l. ,

:.., t

f : d; .....e ,. .; 56...i
.

"Whether all elderly and ill persons would be endangered if society perMittecl
A )

sUch actions" (ICS consideration #4). Variant: "Whether mercy is a."

greater threat to society then is justified by relief from painful= terminal illness."

(2) "Whether by viOlating his sacred oath to preserve life the doctorvisdennines

society's efforts to make better lives for all."

Stage 4 considerations show Concern 'for the maintenance of social order, for

doing.one's duty for the sake of society, and for conforming to laws, rules, oaths, agree,-

ments, etc., which hold society together in a harmonious and constructive, if imperfect,

way.

(1)

Stage,5

"Whether ohe canever justify ending any humnn life" (ICS comideration 08).

Variant: "Whether helping end a life is ever a responsible act of cooperation."

Stage 5 reasoning may be legalistic, but it takes into great account concepts

such as the sanctity of life and society's need to sustain the life of.all its members.

K Statements

(1) "Whether God and the law would be in conflict if society kept alive by force

those who want to die" (ICS consideration #3).

(2) "Whether the right to die overrides the medical obligation to society's behavior"

(ICS consideration #7).

The human mind, with its wonderful complexity, strives to bring order out of

chaos. Try as they might, most minds can't find much sense in these doubletalk utterances.

Some seem to cue on "God" o

n, "Kangaroo (K)" statements.

" or "society" or "right," however. See pages 10-11

4 3



-Ambiguous Considerations

"Whether the man and.his son, the doctor ei wereccl se.' " (Ambiguoi.s stage.2 or 3).

"Whetheel the
".Y

fathei;has anyht
.- 4

(While.hitz'appedrs td be stage 3,

support" at such utterances.)

(Was' fair)- in asking his son-to-break thelaW4.11/
stage 2 rationalizations have be n given in/ ..- _

,

(3) "Whether the fathe:' havany consideration for his sOn to ask him td break the law."

(1)

(As in'example-2 which this closely resembles, either stage 3 or soge 2 perlspectiVes
. :

,

cqn be fauna in support of this genre. of consideration....What -is I
..

,

,(
cking ts a-clear

stage 3 social perspective in students who would-give such respOnsei,

Unscorable Considerations

"Whether the doctor could give enough morphine to kill the pain.," (Example of

attempt to re-model the story facts without indicating .ariy clear moral stance.)

(2) "Whether the man would kill himself sbme other way" (speculation beyond the

(3)

story data).

"Whether his father would prefer to die with dignity." Variant: :"yhether the old

man's right to die was prevented by artificial means (man-made life-support systems). '

Such responses are probably reflections of recent news iterris; the students have

the vocabulary but little or no moral position is found clearly explicated in such

utterances.

(4) "Whether a quick, easy death is preferable to a slow, painful death" (a variant

statement of one aspect of the dilemma).

4 4
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we.

.

fHt CLA'S'SALE:.-';:. ..., . ,
. ..

. . ...

, ." z4 ......,
. ,.

g
.. ,....

.

V.

classVked the 'schdol princiPal for.permission 'to hcild al:sale of-
Or,ticles I-hey-all- made in-,their Industrial Arts and Ho Me EConotiiics- courses.,

He said; "OK,- but- first-work out all arrangements with ypt.ir home room ,

teacher." The students ogree.cl-i)36t, any profit.Cy'aul,d be diz.).(514-d-eqUO1ky

among all-class members:. Tkeir_teaCher apprOed.or.thil,ag:reement.

The sale Made a' Idl Of,monei and the next day_ a problem arose. .

Several students thought:that the profitsslloiild be.shared,differently.fhan"
. first agr ed Upon.' Al t. the students met in privateto decide what, to,do.

, So et\ thoa2ht ,thdt a bigger share of the pcofits should so to students.'

.. ' w h o i e ar' ides. brought tlie highestprices ot to those who worked hardest
and 'longest ta,make.'and iell the iterriS. SomeOne.sugs§ested that alj the

. , .

money'should: be-spent on a class party or'a,,trip.',. crive all th.nioney lo
charily, said a student, or to the, pOorer 'students in the'class, said another.. '

,

...Some said the original 'agreement shoUlcl:be'kePt.. .l. . .... : "' --- .0 )1

. ..--. ! ,,.-, . I
s 0(

! 'YOP wOndec What might happen if tile'ori; ginal agreement Averd. .

changed 61 your -class. - t, . - : -'s

,
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THE tLASS SALE

How Miich importanee do YOUthink should be giyen'to-Jhe following ConsideratiOns?

.00h1SIDERATION-S

:

- NONE ''SOME GRIAT9-

--.

. ,
.-

1. Whether you would',.get-less Money if the ar).4inal
-,. . agreement was changed ...- . k (-,, ',. ;

'.., -

' -

.-,

,

.
k

. - . -. - - -. -

2. Whether anyone's feelings wrOuldbe hurt if the,
original agreement-WM ah-anged

.... -

-,...

, ,

.

,
# ,

3-..- Whether, the teacher would be furious if the origihal ,

: agreement`was changed
V .... . I a

-..
.

,

. ,
, ,

.

,

^

Whether anyone".'i r,ights Would be acted against by
- , changing frOm_the oOginal agreement ,

1

:
.

.

.

5.- Whether you shoUld vote for what you really believe,
no matter inrhat

,

,
. -

. . .

, .

-6. Whether the principal Might punhh the Class for
chcnbing the original agreement .

.-

.
1

. .
. -

. 7.. Whether, a good friend might be angry if you voted
bb change the agreement

,
,

8. Whether a valued school tradition might -be broken,
if a class went back on an agreement ,

,

.
..,

,
...

,-

9. Whether. . ,
. ,

.

_

. , .

,
10. Whether

.. -

..

.
,

-,
,

From .the decisions j/ou have just made, select the

..

Most important cOnsideration
-

Second most important consideration

Third most important cansideration

-
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Story HI -- The Class Sale: Examples of Considerations

Stage 1 -

"Whether the teabher would be furious if the original agreement was changed"

((CS consideration /3). Variants include any concern for punitive action

-(e.g., the class might lose privileges) from an authority figure (teacher, princi-

pal) but no reference is made either to generally accepted rules of behavior

or to the social relationship (e.g., class-teacher) which might be violated by

a unilateral change in the agreement, (cf. stage 3 reasoning).

(2) "Whether the principal might punish the class for changing the original agree-
,

(3)

ts

ment" ((CS consideration /6). As in the example above (1), here concern is

for punishment or for the authority figure's power rather than for relationships

(as established in the original agreement). Stage 1 reasoning is indicated;

Note: there is some indication that students who are into the conventional level

alio choose this item, viewing ,it as a prudential, rather than moral consideration

or who,feel that the words "for changing the agreement" clearly infers "a breach

of contract, contrary to what is right to do." This item therefore needs fUrther

study and Possibly should be revised by re-writing or by re-assignment as stage 3.

"Whether some members of the class would get into trouble for voting the way

'they did."

(4) "Whether their parents will be angry (and punish) When they find out about the

(

change."

(5) "Whether the school should take the situation in hand and tell the class wilat

to do."
4 7
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Stage 1 reasoning focuses an the immanence of physically distasteful

outcomes which arise from bucking authorities. There is na indication-that the authorities

might cooperate in changing the agreement or may even approve of a change for a II good"

reason. In'short, there is no notion of give-and-take social relationships, only of the

absoluteness af the power of authorities.

Stage 2

"Whether youwould get less money if the original agreement was changed" (ICS

cansideratian ffl). Variants: "Whether you'll end up with nothing you want";

"Whether your interests wouldn't be served by ,a new agreement"; "Whether your

side didn't get what it wants."

(2) "Whether a good friend might be angry if you voted to change the 'agreement" (iCS

cansideratian 47). But "Whether making a new agreement would start..ei fight" is
,

at best ambiguous and is probably unscorable. Interesting variants fram students

have included "Whether you wauld be 'cansidered 'public enemy 1' due to your

^

decision" and "Whether the money gets ,given to somebody you hate most."

Strong self-interest, in a fairly concrete form, is what generally tyFiifies

stage 2 reasoning in this ,"distributive" or "positive justice" dilemma. Right action is defined

in terms of individual need satisfaction and is devoid of social definitions of apprapriate action.

Stage 3

(1) "Whether anyone's feelings Would be hurt if the original agreement Was changed",

(ICS consideration 4 2) . Variants stress either primary concern for another_person

"being done wrong" in some iangible sense (a common example: "cheated out of

what they earned") or some psychological manlier ("whether a poorer student wouid

48
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feel out of place if given the money"). A standard of socially-acceptable'

, behaviOr h explicit or clef:111Y. implied in either case.

"Whether you should vote for what you really believe in, no matter'what" (ICS

consideration #5). The notions of conscience and principle may be evolving,

but there is no clear indication that this is more thah a cliche. ' The many variants

all lack consideration of the "facts of the story," e.g. that 'a Contract has been

made that calls for'a counterbalancing of personal and social elements, as is

found in a stage 5 utterance which.might also treatTof conscience and principle

(see the given examples).

"Whetherthe students could talk with the teachers-(and principal) and get their

OK for a new agreement that everyone else liked too." Note that authority is

understoOd to.exist, but as a partner to an agreement which can be altered by \

common consent,for a "good" cause. In this example, we can see how stage 3.

reasoning subsumes earlier perception of authority' and self-interest into a struc-v.

fure which also adds 'an appreciation of Social definitions of what is "fair", etc.

(4j "Whether fellow schoolmates would Wonder if the dais had any honour"; "Whether
'

people would see yotir acfions.-as ethicah "Whether, your teacher would think well
_

of the class's action" and other-variants shoW the stage 3 concern for the good

opinibn of others and a desire to be seewto haVe gOod.intentions.

In stage 3, the social perspective is exteriaed,in order fo,view events through

the eyes of some social unit (family, class', school, etc.;). There is a desire for the Oppro-
,

bation of whateversocial unit(s), one identifies positively With general-Societal standards

of:what is good, just, fair, natural, respectable, trustwdrihy, and-admirable may be re-_

ferred to as criteria of "right" action.



Stage 4

"Whether a valued school tr dition might be broken if a class went back on an 1

_-------ogreernent" (ICS consideration

(2)

8). Variants::- "Whether a broken agreement

leads to a broketi cla-ss (school)';

should not be; changed if it leads to

brokeh.!'

. "Whether one could expect to keep

Whethei an agreement is .an'agreement and

belief that agreements are\made to be

\
ageeern nts in later life, if.Ode,COmpromises

In stage 4 reasoning agreements (laws, rules, etc.) are seen as the cement

which holds society together. Rules and agreements must be kept beCauie society and its

needs are more important than individuals and their. needs. The status 'quo must be main-h

tained against change, especially institutional change. The individual, must do his duty,,

- not compromise, and build a more secure society.

Stage 5

"Whether anyone's rights would be acted against by,changing from the original

agreement" (ICS consideration #4).

"Whether it was possible to get everyone to consent freely to a new agreement

which ould be personally and socially helpful."

/Stage 5 responses are rarely constructed b adolescents. Stage 5 incorpor-
,,

ates stage 4 concerns for the commOn (social), good. But, in the absence of any "clear and

present dangers" individuals may cooperate to change society in order to improve its

function in keeping with principles of human conduct and agreed-upon ultimate life goals.

Dii'lersity of interests and values are presumed to exist, and accepted, by stage 5 reasoning.
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. Ambiguous -Considerations

"Whether the teacher would mind if they .change the agreement" (Ambiguous-

stage.2 or 3).

(2) "Whether the money would be spent.agciinst someone's will" (Ambiguous stage 2

(3)

(4) "Whether those who received more money were popular-or disliked" (AmbiguoUs

or 3):

"Whether your friendi got cheated and you didn't" (Ambiguous adie 2 or 3):

(1)

stage 2 or 3).

UnsCarable Considerations

"Whether they made a lot or tittle mOneY-.",,

,

(2) -"Whether the vote was-the.best idea (Or kik)."

-
(3) "Whether the students, if they kept the old agreement, would spend the money

wisely."
t

(4) -"Whether the.students shoul&...." (a new solution is offered but tRo clear indi-

cation of the moral rationale for the proposal).

5 1



Story IV

.

Diane, aged 13, wanted to attend the rock concert whieh wa
coming to town.

1-ler. mother gave Diane permission to go if she'could pay for it
herself. Diarie saved enough fr'om doin chores anclbabysitting,
. .

plus $5 more.

But her mother changed her mind and said that any money Diane
saved would have to go toward the new clothes she wanted.

Diane decided to go to the concert anyway. She turned over
only S5 for clothes and then asked her mother if she, could spend
that night with a friend. Her mother agreed but Diane went to the
rock concert instead.

The next day Diane told Samantha, her 16-year-old sister, all
that had happened.

Samantha was very concerned. She wondered whether she
should talk with her mother.

5 2



Wha-t do .YO think is impbrtant.fai'SarnanthCI to cOn'si"de4

--Please write youi- thbughts in the spa'ces provided. Write in only iMportant or.very
irnpbrtant- considerations.

..... .

.

..After You hove`Written in 'these considerations, please selecrthe three most importpnt
and identify these in the space providgd at the:ibot of the pae.

,

1. Whether

.;.CONSI DERATIO NS

2. Whether

3.- Whether

4. Whether

. Whether

.IMPOR"rANCE
SOME G EAT

Most important consideration

Second most important consideration

Third most important consideration

53,



'Story IV -- Rock Concert: Examples'of Considerations

11W

Stage

ether Samantha's mother would punish her for not telling about Diane when

Me truth comes out." Variants assume that the mother will find out and take

punitive action.

(2) "Whether Samantha could talketo her mother and keep Diane from being punished

too severely."

Stage '1 reasoning on this dilemma revolves almost exclusively around +he

physical consequences for Diane or Samantha when the mothei finds out what has occured.

The assumption is that Diane will be punished physically or symbolically ("grounded," or.

"have to pay the money back") There is no rev:ignition of mother's role in leading Diane.

to challenge her authority.

(1)

Stage 2

"Whether Samantha should ask mother if she minded if Diane went to the concert

anyway, then tell her if she didn't really mind."

(2) "Whether the lies Diane tOld her mother would be good for her in the future'."

(3)

. .(4)

()
(6)

,1

"Whether Diane was right because she had earned the money herself."

"Whether Diane would repeat her deception unless Samantha did something. '

"Whether Diane and her mother were on good terms."

"Whether Diane felt no harm could come to her or her mother from attending the

concert." Variant: "Whether Diane felt going to the cancert was in her best

interest."

"Whether Diane wanted to go to the concert more than buying new.clothes."

54



(8)

(9)

"Whether Diane would be grateful and generous to Samantha if she didn't tell."

Variant: "Whether Samantha could blackmail Diane."

"Whether the mother had been unfair so Diane was justified in going to the

concert."

The major concern of stage 2 reasoning applied tO this dilemma is the sat-

isfaction of Diane s or Samantha's needs. Students reasoning at \stage 2 make considerations

by putting themselves in eifhei the sister's shoes,or the mother's, then reasoning from
-

-

there. Instrumental relatiVism prevails. Notions of deterring repeated misdemeanours are

rooted in self-interest, not social well-being.- The stage 2 thinker believes in absolute

right tO what one earns and does not accept as. legitimate a parent's authority to determine

.
ithe disposition of Diane's earntngs. If It s perceived that the mother had_hurt Diane s

.

terests, then Diane may reciprocate by lying: tit-for-tat is fair to stcige 2-reasoning because

it Aerves one's., needs.

Stage 3

"Whether Diane had told Samantha in strict confidence." Variants: "Whether

Diane would ever be able to trust Samantha if-she told her secret" or "Whether

the trusting relationship (between the sisters, between mother and daughters).

would be destroYed."

(2) "Whether Samantha thought it was wrong for Diane to deceive people, whatevdr

the justification."

(3) "Whether a sister ought to care about a sister and what she does."

(4) "Whether it was fair to spend money on a concert if it was needed for clothe's."

(5) "Whether Diane in fact wished fa come fo some understanding with her mother

on the sitUation." Variants: ."Whether good relationships could be restored

55
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between Diane and her mother"; "Whether Samantha felt she could do some

good by.raising the matter with her mother"; "Whether Samantha could help

both pgrtjes see how they'd wronged the other...!

Stage 3 reasoning goes beyond individual needs to state or imply general

beliefs as to what is expected and acceptable in sockil relationships, such as mother

daughter, sister - sister. Reconciling.differencess seen as constructive in the social

context as well as serving all parties' individual needs (at least in port). The stage 2 capa-,,

city for taking individual perspectives one at a time or reciprocally is enlarged in stage 3

to provide a (sometimes unexamined) social definition of the situation. This prepares the
f

0 Way for a more mature recognition of the interplay of individual Ond group as In stages

4,-5, and' 6.

Stage 4

(1) "Whether Samantha 'should tell her mother that Diane disobeyed, in order to

show respect for her authority and responsibility as a mother, not beCause her

mother was right in what she did."

(2) "Whether Samantha's decision should be based on her recognition of her duty as

a family member to work for family harmony." Variant: "Whether Samantha feels

responsible enough about family relationships to get the issues out in the open."

(3) 'Whether not telling would imply to Diane that society can tOlerate deceit, which

'would be dangerous for Diane and society."

Stage 4 reasoning is uncOmmon in younger adolescents but might be inferred,

as above,NfromOdult responses. Duty, family cohesiveness, or maintenance of social

integrity might be stressed.
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Stage 5

"Whether children owe parents absolute obedience -- either "in positive or

restrictive duties -- or only respect and confidence -- must be an important,

principle on which the relationship will be defined."

(2) "Whether the mother's actions in this situation have compromised the normal

(3)

obligation of children to parents."

"Whether Diane has reached a degree of self-sufficiency\and independence of

values which ought to be matched by a degree of toleration and respect by her

mother of her daughter's values and decisions. :
Stage 5 reasoning might be expected to be concerned not just.-;:tvith main-

taining social relatianships by appeals to "duty" but with building bettel:institutional frame-;

works to maximize human potential. ,Hence the recognitiOn of a mother's responsibilities

and authority would be complemented by a recognition of the 13-year-old's emerging

competencies (to earn mon4y1 to get to arid return safely from a rock'conOert) and personal,

value set. The attempt to reconcile the rights of a parent and the rights a young person

has (rights as a human being, not necessarily legal rvights) on some principled basis might ...

characterize stage 5 reasoning..

(1)

gl

Am iguous Considerations

"Whether any, harm had really 'come of it" (Ambiguous stage 2 or 3).

(2) "Whether Diane goes out very often -- it would be Unfair not to let her g'it when,"-

other kids her age can." (Ambiguous', tage 2 or 3 as it seems rooted in needs

satjsfaction with just a touch of social d finition of right action: the matter hangs

on what is meant lotyi. "unfcrir."
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(4)

:.(7)

(1)

- 47 -

"Whether Diane-should have to pay for her own clothes" (Ambiguous stage 2 or 3).

"Whether it is any of Samantha's business" (Ambiguous stage 2 or 3) Cf ;his with

example 2 of the stage 4 considerations.

"Whether Diane is old enough to make her own decisions," (Ambiguous stage 2 br 3 )

Cf this with,example 3 of the stage 5 consideratiohs.

"Whether Samantha has the right to judge her sister's actions" (Ambiguous stage 3 or'
.

4, the latter if a sense of duty is inferred).

"Whether Diane sho;ild disobey her mother even if-her mOther is wrong" (Ambiguous

stage 3 or 4: this may be go variant on example 1 of the.stage 4 considerations-Or

,perhaps, like many ambiguous statements, indicates that thinking is in transition

from Stage to stage).

Unscorable Considerations

"Whether Diane and her mother had decided together ori'vhether. Diane should
t

go to the conceri4' (Other attempts to re-shape thedata..giVen ih the:story include f

. .

'"Whether her mother really meant ALL the money.she'clsaved be put toward

clothing" and Whether the price of the concertwas greater than or less than

five dollars").
.

;(2) "Whether SoMantha otjght'to tell on Diane" (A common restatenienttof the- dilemma

withouf any indicatioh of moral reasonin6).

4-

(3) "Whether it would do any good to tell because Diane had already-seen the'coriOrt"
L

(In an-interview one might tease out whether this was a stage 1 cir,.2 or 3 or

. ,

, as a written utterance it is just too open-ended to charact,prize)..*
. ,

, --
(4) "Whether Diane should tell her mother herself". (SoMetimis a possible resolution Of

-
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Samantha's problem is buinpect back 'to thane. This'is one comrrron way in which
,

"sOlutions" ratherjhsao:s/considerations areOffered by.respondents),.
.



.

reCOmmended when lhe respondeni is somewhat iriartiablate.or farothee'reaserienoi able ..,.

JHE fOlkCED-101CIE FORMAT:. -FORM 78FC
<-

e' This .formis recopmeridedliken. bne or mOre oFfour conditions exist. It is suit-.
.

a4le *hen one whhei estithate whether a respondent is:Substantially-into the.:

,

Conventibnal level of moral reaSoning, as.defined by ''kohlberg, rather than 'probing ,the
'

tipper limits of a responde0 moral reasoning:as- does -FORM A. FORM' 78FC is-
- -

or liketY to write his own cOnsiderations as:in.jhe,open-ended format: Use,78FC when'time
^ ., .

is at a Pren-au.r.. this.forfm Jeauires.onl9;half.the tinA_(about 20 Min-ute4thaf.'ihe .open;-.

eri'ded farmat demands (40,minUtes and perhabs Most it;kportant, -as .t.his
. .

:fornydoes notrequireicnoWledge.of develOPmental jheorY'in.ordei to scare the responses,:an

",untrained"- stoter may:beemployed., .

' A typical Oselfor FORM AFC mightbe,-at the beginning of ihe school year with a

. new class of grade 7 or 8 stud-ents for vikorri..therelPno,information'availableZwith reipect
-;.

to,their moral (reasoning powee,. The teacher might Wish to estimate' how many,`ii any,

.

.'tt.iiieni-s have internalized. "conventional mbrolity":(stage p) as the,rnalor

reasoning., If there IS not time to adininister and to score FORM kor if the.teachersdoess-
. not feel competent tiiicOre the.students!, composed responses, FORM 78FC Would be indicated.

FORM 78FC'resembles FORM A in many respects and isOPcoursee based on the

same developmental 4:nodel .'" FORM 78FC presents the same sample stoiy and the.same four -

-dilemma decision stories.. For each of the first three stories,.12 consideratians are presented
;

'42

te the respondenrrother than the eight giv,en considerations as in FOSM .There is no

space.providedlor respOndent-generated consider-'ions in FORM 78F,c.. The "reception

-'-.formatfter Storr IV differs totally between the two forMs:,-.FORM78F.pieSeilts 12
<

. :
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considerations rather than requiring respondents to construct a num6er of their own.

As in FORM A, the respondent is to rate each of the considerations in termsof

its importance or he may indicate "do not understand.". The desirability, perhaps even

necessity, of this additional column rests upon the assumption that this form may be used

with respondents who have somewhat less than average language skills. It is to be expected

that all respondents might not understand Kangaroos (K) statements or considerations expressed

two or more stages above their principal stage. But where a respondent consistently checks

more than half the considerations as "do not understand" then possibly (assuming the respon-

dent is acting in good faith) this survey is not a suitable means of ev,oking information about

moral reasoning power from this respondent.
.L.

Having rated the considerations, the respondent to FORM 78FC proceeds to rank the

three most important, as in FORM A. .Here it is worth commenting upon another possible

reason for incorporating a "do not understand" column. The presence Of a fourth column

seems to inhibit a mistake in procedure`made by a few respondents to FORM A, which has

only three columns. These few respondents appear to have totalled the number of check

marks in the first column on'the right ("Great Importance") and put the total in the first

box ("Most Important Considerafion"). A similar procedure led to totals being put in the

other two boxes. If the addition of the fourth column does check this mistake, FORM A.
may be revised accordingly in future editions.

Careful examination of FORM 78FC will reveal more subtle differences from FORM

A which result from the field trials of FORM A (which was developed first of the two formats).

Some changes are merely economies in wording or changes in keeping with the

vocabularies of younger respondents.

Some changes in sequence of given considerations were necessitated by the introduction

a

61
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into each panel of Kangaroo (K) statements, of more preconventiona) utterances, and

the elimination of postconventional statements. Although the effect of the position in

the sequence of given considerations is unknown (do respondents tend to favor considera-

tions which oppearfitst or early in the distribution? or perhaps last?), it-was thought

best to provide a randomness to the stage distribution of considerations.4

Scoring

I

The forced-choice format eliminates ambiguous and unscorable stateMents
(excet

pting,

one might argue, for the inherent and intended ambiguity and kangarooism built into the

survey).

The calculation of a moral reasoning score proceeds as in FORM A (see page 18) on a

tally sheet built-into page one of FORM 78FC.,
-

One first enters the 6y-stage data for each story. Then the sum of considerations at

each stage is recorded in Column "A" of A.he tally and the total entered at the foot of the

column under "(A)" .

Then one multiplies the sum of the consideratiocs chosen at each stage (as found in

Column "A") by the numerical value of that stage (e.g., stage 2 has a numeric value of 2)

and the products are entereckin Column "B". Total Column "B" and enter the sum at the

fool-of the column under "(B)".

Finally, use the formula MRS =0)x 100. That is, divide the total of Column "B"
(7Q

by the total of Column "A" and then multiply by 100. Column "A" will normally equal 12

unless one or more K statements were chosen. K choices do not figure into the scoring.

The result, rounded if necessary, is an estimate of the respondent's Moral Reasoning Score

or MRS. In the given specimen, from a grade 8 student, the MRS is "227" (25 11 x 100).

6 2
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SPECIMEN: MRS Tally Sheet, Level 2, FORM 78FC

IV A PC

2

(A) (B)

1

mks = (B) X 100
(A)

- too 2 2.7

-
As the Column "'PC" (per cent) shows, only 36 per cent of the respondent's scorable

-

selections (4 of 11) were stage 3 considerations. More than half (7 of..11 or '64 per cent)

of the scOrable selections were at the preconventional level (55 per .crft at stage 2). This

student-is receptive to conventionaI moral reasoning and is responding "conventionally"

across three dilemmas. But his major mode is preconventional stage 2.

Givun such data on an individual, a teacher could pitch a dilemma dialogue with

this person at stage 3, but could expect to hear some considerable preCOnventional reasoning

presented.

Given a ciass of students with a distribution of reasoning stages as for the specimen

case, a teacher could anticipate that some stage 3 reasoning would come from students without
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prodding and also that the students would be somewhat responsiverto a stage 3 approach

by the teacher. It is not likely that stage 4 or higher reasoning would be generated by such
,

a class, nor would they likely respond insightfully to stage 4 reasoning.

Guide to the Scoring of Each.Story.

The four dilemma stories are identical in the two formats. Story I appears on page

20, 11 on page 27, III on 34, and IV on 41 of this manual.

On the following pages the "reception format" for the considerations for' each story

is presented, but in a slightly croppedform. Since FORM 78FC is printed on stock 81 by

13 inches, unlike FORM A which is 8 x 11 inches; it is not convenient to reproduce it

exactly: The decision was to reproduce everything except the bottom section where respon-

denti would rank-order their three most important considerations. This section is virtually

identical to that as shown on page 21, 28, 35, and 41 w`here the "reception formats" for

FORM A are reprochiced.-

To these truncated specimen pages has been added t'he stage score for each of the

. given considerations.

TECHNICAl., DATA

Field trials of FORM A have beeb conducted principally in York County Board,of
. ,

Education elementdry and secondary schools but also in schools of the Scarborough, North

York, Halton, and Hamilton Boards of Education. 'Over 2,200 students from grades 7

through 13 were involved. FORM 78FC has been tried with over 400 students in grades 5

through 8 in York County with the last small-scale trials still proceeding at time of writing,

June 1976.

Throughout the trials attention has been given to the questions of the validity and

64
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ST(SRY I -- TEAMMATES

CONSIDERATI6NS

1,.

-
'

Whether it is fair to Sue's constitutional relationships. / .,.

2.
,

Whether Christine might be caught and given a failing mark
for letting. Sue copy.

/
,

3. Whether any real good would come to the school

on exams was practised.
...

.

1

if copying
.

4.
V.-------- -

Whether Christine might be caught cind her mother would

find out.

,

,

.
1

Whether it was fair of the teacher to make Sue take the test

so soon after,a !Ong absence.

.

6.
\
\

Whether the volleyball team really meant a lot to Sue.

. / \

7. Whether it is fair to other students who w re ako away.
,

(-,

-

- ,

8. Whether it would do Sue any"good to copy.

_
.

._

Whether soCiety has the right to take advantage of Christine's
prey', us ineptitude.

.
.

li

10. Whether Clistine would be dropped from the team if she was
caught letting Sue copy.

11. Whether Sue could get extra help and learn enough math

to pass.
,

12. Whether Christine and Sue were reakly close friends.
\ .,

/ 6 5
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STORY II -- THE OVERDOSE

CONSIDERATIONS

IMPORTANCE

1. , Whether the doctor might lose his job because the authorities
will find out sooner or later.

2. Whether the right to die overrides'the medical obligation -

to society's behavior. ,

1

.

3. _ 'Whether the doctor might be sent 'to jail for breaking the law.
_ -

4. Whether the drug could be left within the reach of the dying
father so he could take the overdose by himself. -
.

_

.

,

5. Whether the family is in favour of giving the_overdose.
.

6.

l

,

Whether the son should risk his own life because of his
father's wishes. ,

.

7. Whether the hospital should make the decision.

8. Whether the,doctor is bound by the same law against
..

killing as everyone else. . . \

9. Whether all elderly and ill persons would be endangered if
society permitted such actions.

10. Whether it is best for the father to have the overdose because
he is going to die anyway.

11. Whether honesty and the law would be in conflict if the
doctor made a decision from a normative base.

12. Whether the doctor might be punished for causing his
father's death.

6 6
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STORY III -- CLASS SALE

CONSIDERATIONS

IMPORTANCE

LU

0
te)

1. Whether your interests would be hurt by a new agreement.
.

2.
,

Whether you should vote for what you really believe, no

_
"natter what.

-
.

,

.

3. Whether anyone's feelings would be hurt if the original
agreement was changed.

.

4. Whether the teacher would punish the class when he finally
fou-nd out the agreement was changed. ,

5., Whether you would get less money if the original agreement
was -changed.

6. 'Whether somecine who worked really hord would be cheated
out of their share.

. .

7. Whether a penny saved is a penny earned. ._

8. Whet 6r a good friend might be angry if you voted to
change the agreement:

.

9. Whether the class wouldn't be allowed to hold another sale. .

10. Whether any new agreement would morally persuade the
original agreement.

11. Whether one would be able to keep an agreement later on in
life, if he compromises now.

12. Whether the principal would blame the teacher when the
agreement was changed:

6 7
, .
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STORY l -- ROCK CONCERT

CONSID'ERATIONS

IMPORTANCE

,

0 ez e-a
S.. S

uJ

, 1. Whether Diane would be punished by her parenti.
, .

,

.

. Whether the mother was concerned about Diaries best
_

interests. --

. Whether the-lies Diane told her mother would be good for
_

her in theluture.
s'l

7
, )

.

. .._,

,.

.

C

\

. Whether ihe mother would make Diane pay the money back.
_

.

.

.

.,
.

.

I'
5. Whether Samantha should not tell hermother because i she

tOld her, indeed, she would be:
.

6. Whether Diane has to make up her own mind because it. is
her money.

..

7. Whether Diane had a platonic underlying relafionship with
_

her friend,. .

_

,-

8., Whether Diane's mother was justified in going back on an
,

agreement. ..

..

9. Whether arrangements made between two'family members
should be placed ahead of the well-being of the whole family.

.

.

10. Whether Samantha would be punished for npt telling her
mother right away. -k:14

. .

.

11. Whether Samantha should break the confidence between her
and her sister.

.

12. Whether Diane would do it again if Samantha didn't tell
thelr mother. I

i
6 8

.

- .
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reliability (especially measurement error) of the ICS. While thé ICS formats were in rapid

development in 1974 and 1975/ the data gave indication of nee d changes. The FORM A

trial edition of March 1976 (0376) is the fifth version.and has, in1fact, only been admin-,

istered to about 750 students in all, and only tried in York County. The present FORM

78FC alVhas not been used outside York County. Existing techriical date: on v'alidity and '

reliability must therefore be viewed as only tentative indications of the cinswers to questions

such as: "What evidence is there that the ICS measures what the ICS purports to Measure?"

Norms, too, can only be.based oh a numerically and geographically limited popu-
s

lation,and although all the varied communities of the York-Region were included in the

field tests, no claim is made for the generalizability of present findings to, for example,

"inner city" populations. Broader trials are indicated and recommended, perhaps after

some further poli trig of both formats.

. These points notwithstanding, what do the preliminary analyses of the ICS suggest

about validity, reliability, inter-scorer concordance and normative scores?

From our limited data base, there does not appear to be enough difference in mean

average moral reasoning scores (MRS) over a period of one year to warrant autumn an&

spring norms. Measurement error alone could account for what appears to be "develop-

ment" over the 12-month period from grade 7 to grade 8 (spring 1975 to spring 1976) in

a cohort with which we used FORM A. This may not be the case in later grades or with

'FORM 78FC, but more data, preferably from a province-wide ktandardization of the

twolorrnats, is required.. Analysis of variance of data from our grade 7 (369 students)

and grade 9 (369 students) trials in 1975-1976 showed that the means (263, 272) were

significantly different (.01). Sex differences in favor of girls showed up as significant

at .05, but se)t by grade did not interact. 39
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Based on the various trials of ICS FORM A We can offer tentative norms expressed

as MRS.

ICS FORM A INDIVIDUAL NORMS, AS MRS

Grade

GI

A

Females Males Mean

260 253 257

256 260263

271c

281

290

315

Indications from an analysis of grade 7 scores only, are that norms for FORM 78FC

267'

276

283'

312

269

279'

287

314

will be sCaled niuch lower.

From looking ai the normative data We can see t at,MRS correlates with age;

varying directly with age, when we .look at avei-ages. But age alone was not a good

predictor in a sample of 144 students in 9rade: 7 d 8 classes. When dge is used
.

along.with an academic achievement measure (scckes on the reading battery of the Cana-

.dian Tests of Basic Skills) about 15 per cent of the variance is accounted for.

In the autumn of 1975, 406 grade 9-10 students (the 37 grade 10 students weie all.

also taking one or more grade 9 classes) tried'ICS FORM A. In the spring of 1976, 369

grade Tstudents responded to FORM A. The secondary students were from -14 high

schools and the elementary students were in 13 different pub.lic schools From these.
I'

,trials, tentative by-school norms can oe, put forward.so thotti teacher or principal

could"see his school's MRS in perspective:

7 0



ICS FORM A SCHOOL NORMS, AS MRS
S.

Grade 7.
Percentile, (Spring)

25,11st

- 25th 258

50th 263 .

75th 266,

99th 271

t,c

Grade-9-10
(Autttmn)

:259-

265

271

277

290

6

The validity of the ICS has not yet been established. As noted above, the ICS' is

measuring something other:than, or in addition to, age and ieading skills:, The ICS

purports to measure mdral reasoning after i-he fdshion of.Kohlberg's rnoderand should,

therefore, yield scores similar to those obtained from 'use of KohlbergYs Decition'Story
. )

as a written battery or in a clinical interview: When d class df 30 gfade 9 itudenti

took both the Decision Story written battery and,the ICS FORM A, the latter yielded

a higher mean MRS and the rank-order correlation was only about +0.15. Whether

the written battery "contaminated" the ICS or whether the slight,differences in issues

and concerns account for this (or whether other Variables might enrer) cannot be known

from this 'one trial.* 5A iecond trial, with 15 grade 7 students, compcired MRS derived

froman interview and from the ICS FORM A. The 15,chosen for'.'intervieWs were sel

ected,from a larger poll of drade 7 students who had taker; FORM A. The 15 were

.;

drown across the' full range of scores. The correlation of the ICS with interview scores,

r12+ 0.45, is net high, even if the differences in issues and concerns between the

two surveys is reckoned into the balance..

Reliability and measurement error studies must go beyond what has been &me to
.;

71
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, : .
date, espe,cially testietesi:studies. One trial conducted witf, a ohprt of 30 students

._

...,.

looked atstability of the FORM A over a 12-month period (spr g 1975 ta spring 1976)
I

ahd produced a test-retest correlation'of :61, significant oy 005. Internal consistency_

was checked. Hoyt's (1941) analysis-of variance was used to'test internal COnsistency

of FORM A in samples of 50 each drawn froin the last;two.tria-ls. ft found, at grade 9,
-

r = + 0.34; at grade 7, r = + 0.31.1 When, as is re/commended-in fhis,,curreniManbt;i,
,

1 / ...

unsupported stage 5 selections were reclassified ds stage 3 (for the grade 7 samples);

/ --.
. ------- - .

then r = + 0.44. Obviously, if stage 5 considerations,are bein§ reacifas.Astagel" by less
. s0 f'

mature respondents, there is a considerable:wipact on internal-cons-We-nay. .
,

t,

An item analysis'was perfor.med on FORM A. .A rahdom sample of tbe grade 7 ,
- ,

:.'

papers was drawn and from that sample thelowest ;scoring 27 perCent (N =56) 'and

the' highest scoring 27 per cent (N' = 56) Were identified; TFI "performOnce" fthétio
: ..

groups on each item was tabulated and their:manner in which they handlea write-ins

was studied. This exercise shed 'light on questions We have often beeri asked':
. , .

Qi "Dohigh-scoring students -seiected Kangaraa (K) statements mare Often thani
low, scorers?"

A. "No, in fact high scorers probably select i< statements juit slightly less-frequently

than do low scorers, but the difference is not signifiCant.".

Q. "Do law scorers write more unscorable considerations?"

A. "Yes, but the difference is marginal and insignificant."

Q. "Do low scorers write more ambiguous considerations than higher scorers?"

A. "Of the ambiguity which could not be resolved by context scoring, low scorers

generated slightly more than their share, but there were only 18 such statements

in all, so no meaningful difference exists in tnis sample."

7 2
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. .

). Q "Is tliere any.geheral Category or. stage af''given considerations'which,fails to
-

discriminate between high and-lOwer lowers?"

, .

"Yes: as you.might expeet from the literati:ire, grade,7 students are principally -;
.

using stage 2. moral reaioning, -.and heri4..;stage,2 -considerations-have loW dis=

-oriminating.power. Strai-igely; responlientS from grade 7 ori.up tend to shy.awai,

. from seleatirig given considerations which are at stage 2 but grade 7.students

frequently generated stage 2 ufterances'aiwrite-ins. But.they pioducédieven,

tr.

,more stage 1 considerations, and yet even rnore stage 3 statements."
. , ,

.

Inter-scorerconcordance trials'were run .. n the firit trial, one senior Scorer (A),

one-experienced scorer1B), and. twanovices (C, D)ecch scored:two sets of abbut-30.,!

papers. 'Spearman rank-order correlations between A and B ran just under unity- (+ 0.90

- aO'cl 0.'93). Between the tiro more experienced 'and two- Icis experienced the first batch.'
. I

of papers prOduced Carrelationssunning-between + 0.40 and +0:56.., The Second batch

produced correlations-in the + 060 to + 0,78'range. Mean differences in MRS was

Jun er points in this secand run....

A later trial with A;' plus an expeiienced soorer (E), ptus a novice.scorer wilo Was,)

well'grounded in theory (E), prodUced rtink-order correlations at high levels: A and
. .

0
W.+ 1.00; A and F at + 0,84; and E and F at +0.79.

The principal source of difference is the "ambiguous" railier than "unscomble"
_

0 respondent-generated cansideratiOn.*Alihough tke current manual has been reviSed to,

deal with the problem of assigning (er not .assigning) a stage to "difficult" utterances,

the solution is to cohcentrate.on characterizing the style of thinking of eack stage.

There are-osltdially fewer specific examples of unscorable and ambiguoUs considerations
. .

, - . . .

in this manual than its predecessor. But more attention is paid to explaining why
c

7 3



consideratiOni are assigned (or not assigried) as they are.
. .

-

,N6-doubt, Some scorerswill always be More prepared ttian-otherilO relegate "diffi-
.,,,

bculf" considel'ations,- written'in by inarticulate.respondents, to t e unscora le category.
,

,

Concordance could be,increased, no doubt, by instructing scorers "When in doubt; throw

Wool " But this might mean loss of useful data. More, it might also obviate those

painful review sessions when scorers consult among themselves (about the "meaning" of
-

-

difficult to understand utterances. From such sessions real iniights haye emerged that
1

'help;oll to gain insigh`t into the nature of the assessment tqik and the model we have of
. .

.

the styles of MOrbl reasoning of young people.?

DIRECTIONS fOR.ADMINISTE-RI No THE ICS,

On The -following pagds are reprodpced the /"Directions for Administrators".as de-*\

signed for FORM A and-for 'FORM 78Ft:

The directions are sufficiently clear and complete enough, to produce administrations,

which would duplicate original procedures. Departures 'from these directions are not

recommended unless there-is a.Compelling reason to do so.. 'It is recognized.that condi-

tions migHt call for.deviation-from the outlines, however. For instance, ino-trial of .

FORM 78FC with a grade 5 class jn lateJune 1976, it was deemed advisable,fb have the

, ,

k
Class teachefread eaCh story aloud then deterrnine that there were no misunderstandings

about the stories' 'cOntenr. Such a procedure might be used with grade 7 classes where

many itudents w,ere below -average in reading

7 4
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DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTRATORS OF THE

IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS SURVEY

LEVEL 2, FORM A

Please read these directions before administering the ICS in
order to familiarize yourself with the detoils.

The instructions you are to read to the students are enclosed
in rectangles. Pause in appropriate places to give the stud-
ents sufficient time to complete the assignment.

When you are ready to administer the ICS, say:

Today you are asked to take part in a survey dealing with the many things
people consider before making an important decision. You can write
either with a pen or o pencil. I will pass out the booklets. Please do
not write anything until asked to do so.

Distribute the booklets and pencils if needed. After the booklets have been distributed, say:

On the title page in the places provided please PRINT your name, sex,

age (in years and in months). Count the months from your last birthday

until this month. Indicate the name of your school, your grade and

today's date.

Write today's date on the blackboard. Allow sufficient time for writing in the information.

----- Answer any questions that may come.

Now open up the booklet. Read the direCtidns. on the first page while

I read them aloud tos you.

Read all of the first page (the-students may read the storyi,"The Trip" for themselves).
!,z

Now look at the second pogo. Each Considerptionhas.been,rated by a

student in,term of its ?mportance. Wheri it seemed very, important to [16;
he marked ,his response in..the column under "GREAT." When it seemed
somewhat jrnportant, he marked his response under "SOME." When it
wasn't important, he marked his response under "NONE."

Read consideration N

The student completing this example didni1.-think th t.thiF consideration
had dny importon-ce, so he Mbrked its-irnOittinc "NONE."
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Read consideration No. 2 .

In rating consideration 2, the student changed his mind; this is permis-
sible at all times.

Read consideration No. 4 .

In consideration 4, the student possibly didn't understand the meaning
of the statement. When you encounter a consideration that "doesn't'
make sense," mark its importance as."NONE."

At the right side of the page, near the bottom, is a box divided into
three. From the choices that the student made under the column "GREAT
IMPORTANCE," he ranked number. 3 as the most meaningful to him and
wrote that number in the top section of the box. He then yanked-number
8 as his second most important consideration. For his third choke he
had to decide which of the considerations under the column of "SOME
IMPORTANCE" meant the most to him. He selected number 5.

You are asked to rate each of the four stories in the booklet in the same
manner and rank the three most important considerations (including the
ones you may have added). Check carefully that the numbers you write
in the three boxes are the ones which correctly indicate the considera-
Hons most important to you. Check to make sure you made no errors in
copying such numbers.

Do you have any questions?

Answer questions.

You have 20-25 minutes approximatelj, to complete this survey. Now
open your booklet and start reading Story I. If jiou have `a question while
writing, raise your hand and I'll come. to 'you.. When you finish a story,
go on to the next one. When all four stories are coMpleted, if any time
is left, check over your responses.

At the' end of the period, collect all booklets and pencils, if given. Thank the students
for tKeir cooperation. Write on your copy_ of the survey any problem that may have arisen.

7 6
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DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTRATORS OF THE

IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS SURVEY

LEVEL 2, FORM 78FC

Please read these directions before,administering the ICS in
order to familiarize yourself with the details.

The instructions you are to read to the students are enclosed
in rectangles. Pause in appropriate places to give the students
sufficient time to complete the assignment.

When you are ready to administer the ICS, say:

Today you are asked to take part in a survey dealing with the many things
people consider before making an important decision. You can write
either with a pen or a pencil. I will pass out the booklets. Please do
not write anything until asked to do so.

Distribute the booklets and pencils if needed, After the booklets have been distributed, say:

1
On the title page in the places provided.please PRINT your name, sex,
age (in years and in months). Count the months from your last birthday
until this month. Indicate the name of your school, your grade and
today's date.

--
Write today's date on the blackboard. Allow sufficient time for writing in the

.

information.
Answer any questiOns that may come.

Now open upthe booklet. Please read the direction's On the top:of tke
first page while I read them aloud to you.

Have the students read the story "The Trip" for themselves. Then say::.

I arn going to give you the directions for doing this sUrvey. Yin) nced,not
make notes. Step number 1 and 2 on the'Direetions page are reminders
of what is tO be done and you can return to them any time .you need to
refresh your memory.

Now look at the next page. Each consideration has been rated by a
student in term of its importance. -When it seemed very important to,him,
he maiked his response in the cólumn_under "GREAT." When irseemed
somewhat important, he marked his response under "SOME." When it
wasn't important, he marked 1.;4 response under"NONE." When he" .

didn't understand it, he marked his respOnseunder ."DO NOT..UNDERSTAND."

7 7
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The student completing this example didn't think that this consideration
had any importance, so marked its importance as "NONE."

-
Read consideration No. 2.

In rating consideration 2, the student changed his mind; this is permissible.

Read consideration No. 4.

In cOnsideration 4, the student didn't understand the meaning of the
statement. When you encounter a consideration that "doesn't make
sense," mark it "DO .NOT UNDERSTAND."

At the right side of the page, near the bottom, is a box diVided'into
three. From the choices that the student made under the column "GREAT
IMPORTANCE," he ranked number 8 as the most important cansideration
to,him and wrote it in the space provided. He then rated number 3 as
his second most important consideration. For his third choice he had to
decide which of the considerations under the column of "SOME
IMPORTANCE" mepnt the most to him.. He selected number 9.

You are asked to rate .each consideration'after the four stories in ihe
booklet in the same'manner and then rank the three most important
considerations. Check to make sure you made no errors in copying,
such numbers. Please-print.

Please remember you are asked to identify the three considerations most
iinportant to you. Your opinions are important to this survey and will .

be treated-as confidential:

Do you have any questions?

Aniwer questions.

You have 20 minules approximately to complete this survey. Now open
your booklet and start reading Story I. If you have a -question, while
writing, raise your hand and I'll come to you. When you finish a story,
go on to the next one. When all four stories are completed, if any tiine
if left, check over your responses.

At the,end of the Period, collect all booklets and pencils, if given. Thank the students
tlieir cooperation: Write on your copy of 'the survey any problem that may have arisen.

/ "". 7 8 ,



USE OF THE ICS

Elsewhere in this manual the reader will have found general and specific suggestions

for the use of the ICS by the teacher, principal, or researcher, it remains to say a word

about the use or abuse of data which could be obtained from an administration of the ICS.

When those words have been said, then it will be clear why the use of ICS must be author-

ized and supervised by the ICS's developers..

T is edition of the ICS is properly called a "trial edition" in acknowledgement

of its imperfect nature at this point in time. The need for broader field trials is men-

tioned elsewhere. Metaphorically, the ICS is perhaps a Model T or a Model A: it runs,

but it is not yet engineered for today's superhighways.

The ICS is useful, we think, to interested persons by helping them to make esti-

mates of students' moral reasoning styles.' For the moment, an estimate is just an estimate;
,

a good estimate, we hope. The three-digit MRS may give an impression of exactness that

is not intended. We think the scores aren-sitive to change (development) in morsil rea-

soning structures that occur over time and which may be accelerated by instruction in

moral reasoning. Hence the "number game" may be a legitimate evaluation research

activity, enquiring into program effectiveness.

But.cffew MRS points difference between two students' papers may mean nothing

more Than that on all responses but one the selections were identical: Even that one

item might have been.an "ambiguous" consideration which one scorer might have been

able to stage-score by context1 whereas a very similar utterance might have been left,

by anothei scorer; as an. "ambiguous" consideration which could not be characterized by

stage.

To;avoid overinterpretation of the MRS, use of the PC (percentace ) column on the

7 9
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tally form k recommended. A distribution of responses by stage is often all that is needed

in order to determine a starting point for dialogue with an individual or group.

Using PC distributions also obviates`the problem of "ave-aging." The MRS is

a global score, ayerag:ng out responses. For students in grades 7 through 9, ::-.ost MRS

results will range from.200 to 299. Yet for a great many students, especially.in grade

9, stage 3 considerations will have been chosen at least as often as stage 2. But because

the resultant three-digrt number begins with a "2," some who merely look at MRS results,

incorrectly assume that stage 2 is the major stage employed. This"has happened occasionally

when results have been discussed with school principals. If there is no need for the global

score (MRS), its,calculation might be omitted.

One might hope to avoid "labelling" students. A young person is not "a stage "

or "a stage 3." His principal mode of thinking about the moral issues and concerns pre-

sented in the ICS may have a major and one or more minor stages (indeed, no cases of

thinking uniformly at one stage has been observed in our trials). We need to recognize

that what we usually want to know is how a respondent (student) is thinking about a par-

ticular moral issue and concern, or a constellation of such issues or concerns. We want

to know this in order to .communicate with the respondent at his stage of development

(especially if the issue needs to be resolved at that Hme) or possibly at the next highest

stage (especially if the purpose of the dialogue is to encourcge growth).

The stage designation is concerned with ability, but is not by any means a sure-

fire predictor of behavior. Many situational variables may come between high capacity

for moral thinking and the decision made and action taken.

The use of the ICS as an evaluation instrument has not been fully explored, though

its creation grew from a need for a better means of assessing growth of moral reasoning.
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At the moment, the ICS seems well-suited to values education,Programs where students

are expected to look 'at situations where values are in conflict, where alternative actions

are possible, and where the consequences of actions needed to be considerkd. If the

teaching method puts the learner at the focus'of the dilemma scenario and asks for

logical, analytical thinking and responsible answers, the ICS may serve well not only

as a "testing" device, but as an instructional aid, too. The caution here is that the

dilemma scenarios used in instruction should not outwardly resemble the'scenarios irithe ICS,

but that the issues and concerns will be c mmon to teaching and testing. Obviously, if,

the teaching is merely a rehearsal for he 'lesi, " then the ICS may not measure anything
,

-
more than memory.

The developers of the ICS are mindful that the Ontario Mibistry of Education funded

this iesearch and development project because it believes Oat tbe product woUld be useful

in schools across the pr,vince. To the end that their hopes may be realized, the project

is prepared the make the ICS available for research purposes or field trials. All use must

be authorized and supervised by the project staff, however.

For further information, please contact The Research Office, Division of Planning

and Development, The York County Board of Education, Box 40, Aurora, Ontario, L4G 3H2,

Canada.
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\
IMPORTANT C.ONSIDERATIONS SURVEY

,LEVEL

. FORM, A

STUDENT'S NAME

SEX

'SCHOOL

.DATE

AGE (Years)! (Months)

DO NOT WRITE S SPACE, 'PLEASE

fe---
II III IV A B PC

2

' 4

U

A

/
x %00MRS = (B) .,

TAT

Copyright, VE Project, The York County Board of Education, Aurora, Ontario, 1975.
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DI.RECTIONS, FOR'COMPLETI.NG 'THE

IMPORTAKIT CONSIDERXTIONS -SURVEY

Thii booklet has four short stbries., Each story presents a "probleM" requiring a
decision. Of course, manythings may be considered before ci decision is made.

Far the first three stories some possible considerations are listed. lic*u may add to

eaCh lista, For the fourth story you are asked to gst all, the important considerations
that occur to you. For each storjr you will be asked ta identify th&three consider:7
ations-most important to you. Your Opinions are:important to thif survey and will
be treated as confidential.

Here is a sample to show how the first three stories in t
(There ore special instructions with the fourth story.)

THE TRIP ,

is survey are to be done.

In September Joe's French teacher announced that'a week-
long study tour of Quebec,would, take Place in Fekuary. Class
members could grir at a cost of $150.00 each. The teacher
explained ithe many educational and other benefits of this trip and
Joe was eager to go.

Joe's parents gladly agreed tO let him go if he paid for the.,
trip with the earnings from his part-time job. By January:Joe had
his trip money'saved. But at Christmas Jae's best friend had .
received an expensive stereo set which-Joe liked verY much".

,

Joe consideied dropping out of the Quebec trip and using his
savings to buy a really good stereo.

On the opposite page are Some considerations which might be important in deciding
whether to go on the trip or to bbya stereo.

-.4'

A check mark has been put in thespace on the right side of the Page to indica e
how important some student thoUght each consideration was.

in raring 4onsideratiors2 and 5, the student has clianged his mind: thii is permissibie.

).he student did not understand consideration. 4,' so he marked its importance as "NONE."
Any consideration which "doesn't make sense" shoUld be rated.this way.

5

Spaces ore provided so that important considerations may be added. In this sample,
two considerations have been written in.
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Step #2
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From the choices the student made; he selected number 3 as the MOST IMPORTANT

:7.consideration tmd put its number in tbe space provided.below; Then he did the same for

the SECONID MOSTAMPORTANT end THIRD MOST IMPORTANT considerations.

THE TRIP,

HoW much importance do YOU think should be given to the following considerations?

7, CONSIDERATIONS IMPORTANCE
/NONE SOME GREAT

I . Whether Joe could afford stereo records ,

2. Whether Joe's parents would be disappointed if he
changes his mind

3. Whether important educational and other benefits
,will be Jost

.

, .

4. Whether cultural trammission will be reversed
,

,

..

5. Whether Joe can possibly save enough-to take the
trrp and buy the stereo too

V.

6. Whether the Quebec trip can be taken next year

. ,

7. Whether his friend would let him borrow his stereo
,

S. Whether ...k.c...n....44.0 "u44.C..4e- e-a.20.a.(-

,.
44 -11r. dtre. CL414 a- 4.44.J otikgit..444..40,,44.,,

--16.10,70042.06 6-'1--C

9. Whether ....4.:4.4.),ta-co-e4A-..-44red4 -III-
....e.4.,A.A.a014.1;' 0.1.. at...44.2.,A.v., c.a.-1,44464

7

Frcim the decisions you have just made, select the

Most important consideration

SeCond most important consideration

Third most important cdnsideration
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'Story I '
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TEAMMATES,

^.

Sue and Jean are classmates and.both are also stars on their
school's volleyball team. The championship game, to be played

on Friday afternoon.

On Monday their teacher reminded them that the end-of-term
mathematics test would be held on Wednesday and.results giveri on

Thursday.

Later Sue said to Jean, "Remember, I was away all last week?
I'm so far behind I'll probably'fail the test and then they'll.put me
off ihe team. You're really,'"good in math and you sit beside me in

class. If you keep your paper close)a the edge of the deik, I can
see enough answers to.pass. I'll probably only need to copy two or
three answers."

Jean wondered whatto do.
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How muCh importance,do YOU.think shou1d be given to-the fOlowio6 cotiderations?, .

CONSIDERATIONS ',.'IMPORTANCE
"NONE some. GREA

. . .

. Whether,Sue and Jean are close friends'.
,

. Whether Jean might be-caught and given a failing
mark for letting Sue copy

.

,

Whether it was fair of the teacher to'make Sue tdice
the test so soon after a long absence

. Whether any real good could come to the school if
.

'copying on exams was practised
,

. . Whether it would go against the rights d.other
students to let Sue copy

.

, .

.
I

Whether Jean could be dropped from the team if
.

she was caught letting Sue copy.
. ,

.

.

. Whether Sue had ever helped Jean in a'similar /
situation

/

. Whether Sue could get extro lp and learn enough
_

- math to pass

. Whether ,

10. Whether
,

I.

From the decisions you have just mode, select the

Most important considerati:In

Second most important consideration

Third most important consideration
I\
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Story II

THE OViRDOSE

An eldtrly man w9s slowly dying of a very painful
disease'for which there seemed,to be no cure. The man's
son was a doctor and he gave his fattier as *large a dose of
pain-killer as war safe. Ai last even q dose that great
could rioi ease the ter Teagony Tfie Man begged for a
deadly overdose of tlie.pain:-killing drub to put him out
of his suffering.

The doctor considered giving his father the overdose.
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, THE OVERDOSE.

v inwortarice'slciypu think shbUld be given to the following considerations/. '

<

CONSIDERATIONS IMPORTANCE
.NONE- SOME GREAT

..
..j. Whether tiet 'family is in favour olgiving the .

overdose .- ' ...

.: '..

-..

. Whether ihe doc4or:is bound by the save aw as
..

everyone else and'must not kill people
.

., .

-

Whether God and the law would be in conflict if
society kept alive by force those whb want to die

.

. Whether.al I elderly and ill persons would be
endangered if society permitted such.actions

.

. Whether the overdose could be made to look like
an accident-or suicide _

. Whether the doctor might be punished for causing
his father's death .

. Whether the right to die overrides the medical
obligation to society's behavior

. Whether one con ever justify ending any human life

. Whether
,..

10. Whether

from the decisions you hove just made, select the

Most important consideration

second most important consideration

Third most important consideration
.7
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Story.III

THE CLASS SALE

;

A class asked the school principal for permission to hold a sale of
articles they all made in their Industrial Arts and Home Economics courses:
He -aid, "OK, but first 'Work out all arrrngements with your home room
teacher." The students agreed that any profit would be divided equally
among all class members. Their teacher approved of this agreement:

The sale made a lot of money and the next day a problem arose.
Several students thought that the profits should be shared differently than
first agreed upon. All the students met in private to decide what to do.

Soma thought that a bigger share of the profits should go to students
whose articles brought the highest prices or to those who worked harFtest

and longest to make and sell the items. /Somebrie suggested that all the
money should be spent on a doss party.or a trip. Give all the money to
charitY, said astudent, a to the pozrer students in the class, saidanother.
Some said the Original agreement should I:)e kept.

You wonder What might happen if the original agreement were
changed by your clqss.

411.
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'THE CLASS SALE

,k

How much importance do YOU think should be given to the following considerations?

CONSIDERATIONS IMPORTANCE
NONE SOME 'GREAT

1. Whether you would get less money if the original
agreement was changed ,

,

2. Whether anyone's feelings would be -hurt if the

original agreement was changed

3. Whether the teacher would be furious if the original
agreement was changed

4. Whether anyone's rights vould be acted against by

changing from the origt I agreement . 0

5. Whether you should vote for *hat you really believe,
no matter what ,

. Whether the principal might-punish the class for
changing the original ogreem4nt .

. Whether a good friend might be angry if you voted

I to change the agreement

. Whether a valued school tradition might be broken

if a class went back on an agreement ,

. Whether
, .

,

10. Whether .-

From the decisions you have lust made, select the

Most important consideration(

Second Most. important consideration

%.Third mist important conskaration

go



Story iy

RO'CK CONCERT

Diane; aged 13, wanted to attend the rock concert which was
coming to town.

Her mother gave Diane perission to go if she could pay for it
herself. Are sOved enough from doing chores and babysitting,

plus $5 more. -

But her mother changed her mind and said that any money Diane
saved would have to go toward the new clothes she wanted.

Diane-decided to go to the concert anyway. She turned over

only $5 for clothes and then asked her mother if she could spend
that night with a friend. Her mother.agreed but DiOne went to the

rock concert instead.

The next day Diane told Samantha, her 16-year-old sister, all
that had happened.

Samantha was very concerned. She wondered whether she

should talk with her mother.
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ROCK CONCERT

What do YOU think is important for Samantha to consider?

Please write your thoughts in the spaces provided. Write in only important or very
important considerations.

After you have written in these considerations, please select the three most important
and identify these in the space provided at the foot of the page.

CON§IDERTIONS IMPORTANCE .)

SOME GREAT

.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Whether

Whether

Whether ".

Whether

Whether

Most important consideration

Second most important consideration

Third most important consideration

9 2
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IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS SURVEY

STUDCNT'S NAME

SEX

SCHOOL

DATE

LEVEL 2

FORM 78FC
.

AGE (Years) (Morrhs)

GRADE

DO NOT A/RITE IN THIS SPACE, PLEASE

II ill IV , A PC

2

4

(A) (B)

MRS : (8). X 100
(A)

9 3

I.

Cop),:ght, VE Project, The York/County Board of Education, Aurora, Ontario, 1975.
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DIRECTIONS FQR COMPLETING THE

IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS SURVEY

This booklet IF four short stories. Each story presents a "problem" requiring a
decision. 0 cotirse, many things may be considered before a decision is made.

For each story some possible considerations are listed. For each story. you will be
asked to identify the thre&considerations most important to YOU. Your opinions
axe-important to this survey and will be trec-31Q as confidential.

Here is a sample to show how the stories in this survey are to be done.

THE TRH'

lei September Joe's French teacher announced that a week-
long study tour of Quebec would take, place in February. Class
memE;ers could go at a cost of $150.00 each. The teacher
explained the many educational and other benefits of this trip
and Joe was eager to po.

.,Joe's parents 'gladly agreed to let him go if he paid for the
trip with Therearnings from his part-time job; By January Joe
had his trip money saved4 But at Chtistmas Joe's best friend hod
received an expensive aereo set which.Jocwanfed very much.

Joe fonsidexed dropping ou_t_of the Ciuebec trirand using
his savings to buy a rally good stet'eo.

Step 11

On the opposite pageare some considerations which rn:ght be important in deciding
whether to go on the trip or to buy a stereo.

A check mark has been put in the space en the right side f the page-4o indicciie how
important some student thought each Consideration was.

The student thought consideration 1 unimportant so he rated its importance as "NONE".

In rating considerations 2 and 5, the student has changed his mind: this is permissible.
-

The student did not under4tand consideration 4, so he marked it.as "Do Not
Understand". Any consideration which "doesn't make sense" should be rc ted
this way.

Step 12

From the ratings that the studeht made, he-ranked conticleration number as MOST
IMPORTANT and wrote its number in the space pro4ided. Then,he rated number T as
SECOND MOST IMPC TAM. Finally he rated nifinber 9 as THIRD MOST IMPORTANT.

9 4 0
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THE TRIP

How much importance do YOU think should be given to the following bonsiderations?

CONSIDERATIONS

IMPORTA

tai

0

1. Whetber Joe could afford stereo records. .

\ .
t/

2. Whether Joe's parents would e disappointed if he changes
his mind, _

-

3. Whether important educational and other benefits will be
lost.

\
4. Whether cultural transmission will be reverse8.

. Whethrr Joe can possibly save e ough to take the trip
and buy the stereo too.

.....-

6. Whether the Quebec trip can be t ken next Year.
,

_

7. Whether his friend would let him b row his stereo.
_

, .

.

/
8. Whether the trip might be called off if Joe and a few

other students dropped out. -
r >

_j,Jjweter his teacher would be unhapp or angry if Joe
cancelled out of the trip._ _

.

1,----,

1,/
From the decisions you have just made, selec the

MOST IMPORTANT CO SIDERATION

SECOND MOST IMPORT NT CONSIDERATION'

THIRD MOST IMPORTAN1* CONSIDERATIPN

95
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Story I

z

Sue and Christine are
/classmates and both are also stars on their school'S

volleyball tenm. The l'i/ampionship game is to be played on.Friday afternoon.
. .

On Monday h/eir teacher remindecrtheM -that the9end-of-term mathematics

test would be he, on Wednesday and results given.on fhursday.

Later S e said ta Christine, "Remember, I was away all last week? I'm
so far behind I'll probably fail the test and tiien they'll put me aff the team.
You're rectify good in math and you sit beside Me in class. If you-keep you,'

paper close to the edge of the desk, I can see'enaugh answers to pass. I'll
7probably'only need to copy two or three answers."

,__.... -

- 85 -
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TEAMMATES

How much importance da YOU think should be given to the following considerations?

CONSIDERATIONS

IMPORTANCE

LU

0

1. Whether it is fair to Sue's constitutional relationships.

2. Whether Christine might be caught and given a foiling mark
for letting Sue copy.

3.
,

1

Whether any real good would come to the school if copy g
on exams was practised.

-,..,... -

4. Whether Christine might be caught and her mother would
find out.

5. Whether it was fair of the teacher to make Sue take the.test
so soon after a long absence. ,

6. Whether the volleyball team really meant o lot to Sue.

7. Whether it is fair to other students who were olso away.
\

8. Whether it would do Sue any good to copy.

,

.

/

Whether society has the right to take advantage of Christine's
previous ineptitude.

10. Whether Christine would be ciropped from the teom if she was
caught letting Sue copy. ,

,
11 .) 1

'Whether Sue could get extro help and learn enough math
to pass. \

\

12. Whether Christine and Sue were really close friends.

From the decisions you have just made, select the

MOST AMPORTANT CONSIDERATION

SECOND MOST IMPORTANT CONSIDERATION

THIRD MOST IMPORTANT CONSIDERATION
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THE OVERDOSE

An elderly mar, was slowly dying of a very painful disease for which,
there seemed to be no cure. The man's son was a doctor and he gave his

father as large;a dose of pain-killer as was safe. At last even a dose thdt

great could not ease the terrible agony. The man begged for d deadly
overdose of the drug to put hini out of his suffering forever.

The doctor considered giving his fatherithe overdose.

4
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THE OVERDOSE

How much importance do YOU think should be given to the following considerations?

,CONSIDERATIONS

IMPORTANCE

LU

0
Vl

LU
OC

. Whether the dotior might lose his job because the authorities
will find out sooner or later. )

. Whether the right to dit overrides the medical obligation
to society's behavior.

. Whether the doctor might be sent to jail for breaking the law.

. Whether the drug could be left within the reach of the dying
father so he could take the overdose by himself.

. Whether the family is in favour of diving the overdose.

. Whether the son should risk his own life because of his
father's wishes.

. Whether the hospital should make the decision.

8. Whether the doctor is bound by the same law against
kilhng as everyone else.

9. Whether all elderly and ill persons would be endangered if
society permitted such actions.

10. Whether it k best for the father to have the overdose because
he is.going to die anyway.

11. Whether honesty and the law would be in conflict if the
doctor made a decision from a normative base.f

.

12. Whether the doctor might be punished for causing his
father's death.

From the decisions f-u have lust made, select the

MOST IMPORTANT CONSIDERATION

SECOND MOST IMPORTANT CONSIDERATION

THIRD MOST IMPORTANT CONSIDERATION 99
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Story Ut

THE CLASS .ISALE

A class asked the school principolifor permission''to hold a sale of

articles they all made in their Industrial Arts and Home Economics courses.

He said, "OK, but first work out all afrrangements with your home room

teacher." The students agreed that eny profit wouldbe divided equally
among all class members.\ TheirteRcher approved of this agreeffient.

The sale made a lot of monpcy and the next day a problem arose.

Several students thought that the profits should be shared differentlY than
first agreed upon. All the students met in privatte to decide what to do, and
many suggestions for a new agieement were made.

You wonder what Miglit happen if the/original agreement were

changed by your class. .
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CLASS SALE

How much importance do YOU think should be given to the following considerations?

CONSIDERATIONS

IMPORTANCE

LU

o LU
OL

1. Whether your interests would be hurt by a new agreement.

2. Whether you should vote for what you really believe, no
matter what.

3. Whether anyone's feelings would be hurt if the originol
agreement was changed.

4. Whether the teacher would punish the class when he finally
found out the agreement wai changed.

.

5. Whether you would get less money if the original agreement
was changed.

.--------

6. Whether someone who worked really hard would be cheated
out of their shore.

.

7. Whether a penny saved is a penny earned.

8. Whether a good friend might be angry if you voted to
.

change the agreement. .,
,

404+

9. Whether the class wouldn't be allowed to hold another sale.

,10. Whether any new agreement would morally persuade the
'original agreement.

11. Whether one would be able to keep an agreement later on in
life, if he compromises now.

12. Whether the principal would blame the teacher when the
agreement was chonged.

From the decisiorls you have just made, select the

MOST IMPORTANT CONSIDERATION

SECOND MOST IMPORTANT CONSIDERATION

THIRD MOST IMPORTANT CONSIDERATION 1 0 1
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ROCK CONCERT

Diane, aged 13, wanted to attend the rock concert which was coming

:to town.

Her mother gave Diane permission to go if she could pay for it herself.

Diane saved enough from doing chores and babysitting, plus $5 more.

But her mother changed her mind and said that any money Diane saved

would have to go toward the new clothes she wanted.

Diane decided to go to the concert anyway. She turned over only $5

for clothes and then asked her mother if she could spend that night with a

friend. Her mother agreed but Diane went to tke rock concert instead.

The next day Diane told Samantha, her 16-year-old sister, all that

had happened.

Samahtha was very concerned. She wondered whether she should talk

with her mother.
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ROCK CONCERT

How much importance do YOU think should be given to the following considerations?

CONSIDERATIONS-

IMPORTANCE

Lij
0

1. Whether Diane would be punished by her parents. ,

,

2.
.

,

Whether the mother was concerned about Diane's best
interests.

3. Whether, the lies Diane told her mother would be good for
her in the future.

4. Whether the mother would make Diane pay the money bock.

5. Whether Samantha should not tell her motker because if she
told her, indeed, she would be.

I

6. Whether Diane has to make up her own mind because it is
her, money.

,

7.

_.,

Whether Diane had a platonic underlying relationship with
her friend.

...

8. Whether Diane's mother was justified in going back on an
agreement.

.

.
,

9.
\

Whether arrangements made between two family members
should be placed ahead of the well-being of the whole family.

I

10. Whether Samantha would be punished for not telling her-,
mother right away.

11.
\

Whether Samantha should break the confidence between her
and her sister.

12. Whether Diane would do it again if Somantho didn't tell
their mother.

,

From the decisions you have just made, select the

MOST IMPORTANT CdNSIDERATION

SECOND MOST IMPORTANrCONSIDERATION .

. THIRD MOST IMPORTANT CONSIDERATION
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Dilemma Discussions Project
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NTRODUCTION

Ontario's educators have been encouraged to include a ValUes (Moral)

Education component in their curriculum. Both The Formative Years (1975) and

Education in the Primary and Junior Divisions (1975) contain anumber of goal

statements which pertain to Values Education.

Appendix A contains a summary of some of these goals taken from the

two documents. The-purpose of the program described irft is report was to choose

and implement one related goal statement. The specific goal statement chosen

was taken from The Formative Years (1975) (p. 20) "the child in the Primary. and

Junior Divisions wi I be given oportunities to: begin to develop a personal set

of values by identi ying value alternatives and their consequences, selecting

personal values fro the alternatives, internalizing the values selected and acting

in accordance witii the %clues selected."

Background

Gordon Penrose initiated a program in Values Education at Bayview

Fairways P.S., -York County, in the 1974-1975 school year. (See Appendix B.)

His students constructed and discussed several moral dilemmas. During the dis-

cussions students were given the opportunity to identify and select value alter-

nativei, and secondly, to discuss the various conseqUences of the alternatives.

Furthermore, some attempt was being made to monitor the discussions in a

Kohlbergian framework (Kohlberg, 1969). In his role as a master teacher, Mr.

Penrose, with Mr. Kahnert, approached two schools, E.J. Sand and J .L.R. Bell

Public Schools, offering to assist interesied teachers in the implementation of

a Values Education Program.
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On March 8, 1976, Messrs. Penrose, Kahnert, Cober, Gordon, and

Holladay met at E.J. Sand P.S., Thornhill. Mr. Penrose outlined the goals of

the program, and some examples of the moral dilemmas which had been generated

and discussed at Bayview Fairways P.S. The participants agreed to proceed with

a series of five lessons on alternate Monday afternoons in April, May, and June.

The Cla ses involved were Mr. Prabdial's grade 6 class and Mr. Gordon's grade

5 class.

\ On March 8, 1976 Messrs. Penrose, Kahnert, Barnard and Halladay

met at J .L.R. Bell'P.S\., Newmarket. Again, Mr. Penrose explained the pro-

gram he was offering to implement. Mr. Barnard requested that a further meeting

be scheduled at which-time a presentati n could be made to the staff of the school.

On March 30, Messrs. Penrose, Kahnert and Halladay'made a brief

presentation to the staff of the school. 1

ollowing the meeting Mrs. Carole Cameron,

grade 4 teacher, agreed to participate in the project.
1
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PROCEDURES .

Classes were held on the following dates and times:

E.J. Sand P.S.

Grade 5 class (Bill Gordon, teacher)

Monday, April 5,11976
Monday, April 26, 1976
Monday, May 10, 1976
Monday, May 31, 1976
Monday, June14, 1976

1:30
1:30
1:30
1:30
1:30

- 2:20
- 2:20'
- 2:20
- 2:20
- 2:20

Grade 6 class (ish Prabdial, teacher)

Monday, April 5, 1976, .2:30 - 3:20
Monday, May 10,.1976 2:30 - 3:20
Monday, May 31, 1976 2:30 - 3:20
Monday, June 1)4, 1976 2:30 - 3:20

J.L.R. Bell P.S.

Grade 4 class (Carole Cameron, teacher)

Monday, May 3, 1976 1:20 - 2:10
Monday, May 17, 1976 1:20 - 2:10
Monday, June 7, 1976 1:20 - 2:10
Monday, June 21, 1976 1:20 - 2:10

On many occasions the same lesson, with minor variations was give7

to all three classes. In this section, a sampie'af lesson outlines is provided to

give an indication of the occurance during the 13 lessons.

Lesson 1 - E.J. Sand P.S.
Grade 5 class; Bill Gordon, teacher
ApriV, 1976 1:30 - 2:20

Mr. Gordon introduced the guests (iviessrs. Penrose, Kahnert, and

Holladay) in the classroom. Mr. Kahnert led the class in a "centering" 6xer-

cise. Every lesson in this project began with a centering exercise taken from
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"The Centering Book, Awareness Activities for Children, Parents, and Teachers" (1975):

Mr. PenrGse gave the lesson entitled IALAC or I am Loveable and

Capable (1973). This lesson, also given to both other classes, was enjoyed by

the students. At the end of the lesson, Mr. Penrose asked,the students to wtite

their own IALAC story. Several students in Mr. Gordon's class wrote IALAC

stories and they were read at the outset of eaclilesson during the remainder of

the project.

Lesson 2 - E.J. Sand P.S.
Grade 5 class; Bill Gordon, teacher
April 26, 1976

At the outset of this lesson, Mr. PenrOse receiYeCI several IALAC

stories written by the students in Mr, . bordon's class. Mr. Penrose chose One

story and it was rued to the class by a student.

Mr. Kahnert led the class in a brief centering exercise.

Mr. Holladay introduced the concept of a "consideration" in a dilemma

ation. He gave the example of a boy trying to decide whether to buy a new

bicycle or go on a class trip. The class discussed several "considerations" the

boy might think about, before making his decision.

Mr. Penrose told the dilemma story of twostudents, Martin and Edna,

who saw another student, Eddy, inside the school. Eddy was beinithreatened

by a gang of boys waiting outside the school building.

The claSs-broke into four groups to prepare various considerations Martin

and Edna might think about befotepoing something in, this situation.

The class generated a total of 26 considerations. Mr. Penrose reviewed

these considerations_with the crcire and asked the students to-choose the best and

worst considerations of those giyen. Mr. Gordon collected and tallied the r-e-s-ults

113 9
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TABLE 1

CONSIDERATIONS GENERATED BY BILL GORDON'S CLASS

April 26, 1976

BULLYING DILEMMA

1. Whether if Eddy tells the principal he should get beaten up.

2. Whether Martin should tell somebody and if he did what-might

happen.

3. Whether he could sick his dog on the gang.

4. Whether Martin could form a gang.

5. Whether Eddy should call for help.

w-1)a

6. 4 against 2

7. 'they're tOugher.

8. Eddy's new at the school.

9. Martin and Edna were afraid.

10. Can we get help.

11. Should we get help.

12. Who could we get to help.

13. How would we feel if we didn't help.

14. Whether Martin and Edna could gang up on one of them.

15. Whether they should go and get one of the teacher.

16. Whether they should try and get.even.

17. Whether the gang would get tired and go away, if Eddy just waited.

110
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18. Whether the gang and everyone else would call them ta4letales,

etc. if they tell someone. 2)

1\9. Whether the gang has a good reason for getting Eddy. (b-3)

20. Whether the gang \can get Eddy later anyway. (w-1)

-21. Whether or not to sneak Eddy out in the middle of a group. (b-14)

22. Whether or not to attract the gang's attention. (b-1 w-

23. Whether or not to talk to Ungerman's girlfriend and get her
\s,

to talk to Ungerman.

24. Whether or not to get someone from Eddy's family.

25. Whether or not to tell Eddy to be brave.

26. Whether or not to talk to Ungerman.

coding indicates the number of children who chose the item as best or worst
choice. In this case, two.children thought this was the best consideration,
one thought it was the worst.

'It
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Lesson 2 - J.L.R. BTell P.S.
Prade 4 class; Carole Cameron, teacher
May 17, 1976

Mr. Kahnert led the class in a centering exercise.

Mr, Penrose proceeded to present the dilemma of Lisa:

"Lisa was a girl in grade one. Some students in
-grade 4 had beeri teasing her, beating her up,
and generally bothering her. Lisa was very upset
and wondered what to do."

Mr. Penrose asked the class what Lisa could do in this situation. Some

suggestions were:

Tell their (grade 4's) parents
Tell the principal
Take their hats
Get their older brother or sister to get them

Kick at them
Tell her parents
Tease them
Avoid them

The students were then asked to consider some of the solutions in light

orthe consequences to the Grade 4 students and to Lisa.

The class broke into four groups and discussed the solutions. The ma-

jority of the considerations discussed were of the nature of retributive justice, i.e.,

punishment to the grade four's and the consequent retribution to Lisa.

The students presented their findings to the rest of the class under Mr.

Penrose's leadership. (Seel Table 2 .)

Mr. Penrose, finished the lesson by continuing the dilemma:

"Lisa was walking her younger brother whehe saw
a pretty dress in a shop window. She let heryounger
brother go and went to the window to look." When
this happened, her brother, fell and chipper a tooth."

He then asked the students to`decide whkh was worse: what Lisa did

to her brother or what the boys did to Lisa? The responses written by the students

are given in Table 3.
112
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TABLE 2

SOLUTIONS AND CONSEQUENCES

Solution

GROUP 1

Worst Possible Effect(s) on LiiaEffects on Grade 4 Students

)

1. Phone the parents. Parents will speak to the :
student. Strap them and

Grade 41s would kid her.
Beat her,up one more time.

then send to their room.
Grounded..

2. Avoid them. Leave her albne or beat.
her up:. Take everything
away from her.

She might get beat up or might.
leave.her alone. Might make ;

friends.'

3. Tell the principal. Suspended. Give her a reward.

Strap. Congratulate.
Stay after schbol. Grade 4's would get back at her.

Write lines.

4. Tell her own parents. Punish them. Beat her up .

Give them a strap.
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TABLE 2

SOLUTIONS AND CONSEQUENCES

GROUP 2

Solution Effects on Grade 4 Students Worst Possible.Effect(s) on Lisa.

Tell their parents.

. Tell the principal.

3. Take their hats.

Take away privileges.
Stay away from Lisa.
Stay in room for a day.

Could beat her up again.
Make it Worse for her.

Give them the strap. Make up things that shicever did,.
'Make them do math all, Beat her up worse.
day,. Make them, Miss
art.

Go and sneak their Fiats. -They could take her, hat and coat.
Their mother may send Beat her up worse.
themYo.bed early or with-
out any siipper.

4. Get their older brother Tell them to leave her
or sister to get them. alone. Hit them.

Water to spit at them.

5. Kick at them.

Gang up on Lisa.

Legs might bleed. Kick back at her.
Hit her in nose.
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TABLE 2

SOLUTIONS AND CONSEQUENCES

GROUP 3

'Solution Effects on Grade 4 Students Worst Possible Effect(s) on Li.sa

1. Pione pupils' mothers.

2. Tell the principal.

'

Two parents will talk - Lisa would get blamed by her
grade 4 pupils will get in own parents if other parents
trouble. \ win the argument.

Principal will warn them 11-1 would beat her up off the
first and strap them next, scho grounds.
KeeP grade 4's'in until'
Lisa leaves.

(
3. Tell the principal. Give them homework"so Beat her up.

they don't helve time.

4. Get older brother or
sister to get them.

5. Avoid them.

Grade 4 students would
get beaten up.

Grade 4 students would
n t have anyone to pick
o .

'Grade 4 children get their older.:
older brbthers and sisters to fight
Lisa's sisters and brothers.

Follow her and beat her up.

6. Tease. them . Ignore her or get angry. Beat her up more than ever.

7. Tell her parents. Tell children not to leave
too 'early.

115.
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TABLE2

SOLUTIONS AND CONSEQUENCES

GROUP 4

Solution Effects on Grade 4 Students Worst Possible Effect(s) on Lisa

1. Phone pupils' mothers. T-he two parents will talk Lisa would get blamed by her
and the grade 4's will get parents.
it.

2. Tell the principal. The principal will warn
them first and strap them
next.

They would beat her up off the
school.grounds.

. Tell the principal. Keep the grade 4's after Beat her up.
school until Lisa gets home.

,

4. Get older brother or The 4's people would get The 4's will get their brothers
sister to get them. beaten up. and sisters to fight Lisa's.

5. Avoid them. \ Grade 4 people would Follow her and beat her up.
not have anyone to pick on.

6. Tease them. Ignore her and get angry. Beat her up more than ever.

Tell her parents. Tell the child not to leaye On the meekends they would

early. beat her up.
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TABLE 3

GRADE 4 RESPONSES

Brother's lip because the girls never cut Lisa.

'Brother's lip. The mother and father have to pay for the chipped tooth and he
got hurt. .

I think that her brother's-lip was worse because it is her younger brother and
she was responsible. -

/
Lisa's brother because a chipped tooth doesn't grow back.1

She would get hurt and only for one second her brother would feel pain.

Brother's/Hp beCause it was her responsibility to look after her brother.

Brother s lip because The-should be responsible for her brother.

Brother's lip because her brother was bleeding.

'Brother's lip because she saw 'a beautiful pair-of shoes and ran off without
her brother.

'Brother's lip because she was responsible.

Her brother's lip because she was in charge of her bi-other.

Brother's lip because she.was responsible for her brother.

Brother's lip because she chipped his tooth and she was responsible.

I think her brother's lip because she was responsible for him.

What happened to her brother because she was responsible for her little brother.

What she did to her brother because she was responsible.

I think what Lisa did to her brother was worse because she was responsible for

him and he was younger than her.

I think that it was worse for her to leave her brother because he got hurt and

she was responsible.

os
Brother's lip because she-was--responsible-for her-brother.

Lisa was hurting her brother. Was worse because she was responsible for her

little brother.
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I think what Lisa did to her brother was worse than what the grgde 4 pupils
did to Lisd because Lisa,wasn't bleeding or chipped her tooth.

Whbt she did to her brother was worse because her brother's damage was
permanent until his tooth falls out.

Brother's lip because what the grade 4's did to Lisa didn't hurt her, just made
her unhappy.

Brother's lip because Lisa was responsible because Lisa would get in trouble
from her parents.

Brother's lip because shekould get into a lot of trouble and her brother might
have to get caps on his front teeth.

Brother's lip because the girl is responsible for the boy.
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Lesson 3 - E.J. Sand P.S.
Grade'6 class; lshwar Prabdigil,, teacher
Monday, May 31,^1 976

Mr. Holladay asked the students to give examples of the behaviors of

others which they found unlikeable. Eight eXamples giyen were:

1) brags a lot

2) bothering you

3) call you names

4) criticize

5)- say one thing, do another

6) liars

people who ignore you

8) people who never learn

Fictitious studint names were assigned to each behavioral character-

istic. The class was assigned the'task of choosing two of these fictitious students

to be representatives on an orienteering contest.

Five groups were established, and they were asked to ;choose a secre-

tary and chairman. The groups reported the following occurances:

1) How the secretary and chairman were chosen

2) How the fictitious representatives were chosem

3) 1 The 'reasons for the two choices.

At the end of the lesson the groups presented their findings. Several

'groups (but not all) were able to realize that criteria was important to establish

before making choices.
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Lesson 4 - E.J. Sand P.S.
Grade 5 class; Bill Gordon, teacher
May 31, 1976

Mr. Halladay read an IALAC.story. to the class.

Mr: Penrose presented the concept of "Avoiding Negative Energy."

He pointed out that sometimes people are hit by other person's, often unintended,

negative energy and feelings, and there are many ways of avoiding these feelings,

e.g., pretend it's an arrow and let it go by, let the wind blow by you.

Mr. Penrose told the story of Mynard, a young school boy:

"MynCird was often picked on by Mrs. Althea because
he was daydreaming, his notes were messy, or he did
not know what tO do. Mypcsrd was a 'loner.' At home
Mynard was an expert onsmatfm6tors. One day, he 0,
brought to school some samples of small motors whkh
he had made. As soon as he presented them to the class,
Aloe, another boy said that Mynard had cheated and
someone else had made the motors. Vascoe claimed Mynard's
father had made the motors for him."

Mr. Penrose asked the class to give Some examples of feelings associated

with the story. Examples were:

anger disgusted
happy surprised
sadnes1 loneliness
insult d puzzled

anno>Ied bothered
hate loved
arn zed bewildered
proud exhausted
oestered unloved
embarrassed

Mr. Penrose.asked the class to choose which feelings applied to each

of the participants; Mynard, Mrs. Althea, and Vascoe and Aloe, before and

after the presentation of the small motors.

Members of the class illustrated, in pantomime, some of the feelings
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of each of the people during the story.

Finrilly, Mr. Penrose asked who was most to blame in this situation

and what feeling would be associated with that person.

This lesson enabled th`e children to see three points of view in a

conflict situation and in particular, to associate emotions with eaeh point of

Lesson 5 - E.J. Sand P.S.
Grade 5 class; Bill Gordon, teacher
Monday, June 14, 1976

Mr. Holladay read an IALAC story\to the doss..

Mr. Kahnert led the group in a centering exercise.. ,

Mr. Penrose read the dilemina of two children who were very good

friends. One child found her friend going through the coat poekets of the,other

children.

Mr. Penrose and Mr. Kahnert showed the class how they might "role-

c- play" this situation. - Different pairs of students went to the front of the class

arid acted out variations of how the dilemma would tu'rn out. Students were

asked to male observations about the feelings and reactions of the two

characters in each drama. All children were given an opportunity to act out

each of the roles with a partner, 'and then to reverse the roles.

Another dilemma of a boy and a rabbit was presented. The boy who

had been given the responsibility of looking after the rabbit forgot to complete

his duties one evening. The students took the roles of the rabbit and the boy.
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COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Most of the children in the three classes seemed to enjay the brief :

experience of the four or five lessans.

The children particularly enjoyed activities in which the whole class

was involved in a role-playing exercise. At one point, in Bill Gordon's grade

5 class, (June 14, 1976), Mr. Penrose began to introduce a second dilemma

situation to the class. Before allowing Mr. Penrose to proceed with a second

dilemma, the children insisted that they be allowed to reverse their roles from

the first dilemma situation.

On several occasions throughout the project, new insights into dilemma

situations were gathered when the children were allawed to role-play. Further...

more, the role-playing technique allowed all children to become.involved in

hypothetical conflict situations. The straightfarward discussion of dilemmas was

too abstract and uninteresting far some children.

In light of the original instructional abjectives from The Formative Years,

the program was successful to the extent that the children were given opportunities
(

to identify value alternatives and their consequences. Whether the children

1

internalized the values they sglected, and acted in accordance, is a conclusion

requiring data which was not cal lected during the project.

A second objective of the project was to attenipt an assessment of

student dialogue using Kohlberg's theory of moral development. In the grade 4

and 5 classes, much of the discussion involved Preconventional reasoning. Table

2, which is a summary of the grade 4 students' discussions, provides many examples

of Seage 1 reasoning. In the grade 6 clas same students were beginning to offer
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arguments at the Conventional Level (example; at one point during a discussion,

a student pointed out that it was important to consider the school's reputation

if a certain action was followed).

Nevertheless, teachers with some exposure to Kohlbergian theory will

likely find it difficult to integrate and'assess the dialogue of 25 or 30 students

in a classroom situation. Eiperience withsthe "Important ConsideratiOns Survey"

has demonstrated ti.at many written statements, evaluated by a "panel of experts"

are not easily classified into the Kohlbergian sequence. hi this type of project,

a conclusion that there was an upward shift in reasoning styles by some students

would require valid and reliable measurement techniques.

Recommendations

In the future, with Junior classes, it is recommended that role-playing

techniques such as those described herein, or by Shaftel and Shaftel (1967) be

considered for implementation.

Secondly, there is a great need for high quality measurement instru-

ments to monitor these programs. Attempts to assess Kohlbergian growth by teacher

observation, while containing some face validity, may lead to uyireliable and

perhaps self-fulfillingresults . Objective measurement techniques with established

reliability and validity are needed to provide conclusive answers to such questions

as "Do dilemma discussions influence moral growth?"
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APPENDIX A

OBJECTIVES FOR VALUES EDUCATION

From The Formative Years (p. 20)

"The child in the Primary and Junior Divisons will be given opportunitjes
to:

- Begin to develop a personal value system within a context that reflects
the priorities of a concerned iociety and at ,the same time recognizes

the integrity of the individual

become aware of the values that Canadians regard as essential to the

well-being and continuing development of their society namely,
respect for the individual, concern for others, social responsibility,
compassion, honesty, and the acceptance of work, thought, and
leisure as valid pursuits for human beings;

- begin to develop a personal set of values by identifying value alter-
. natives and their consequences, selecting personal values from the
alternatives, internalizing the values selected, and acting in accnrd-
once with the values selected;

- identify and analyse public value issues."
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From Education in the Primary and Junior Divisions (p. 20)

"The teacher's task is to help_ each child consciously develop a clear

set of values through a process that might be described in this way:

- becoming aware of the existence of values;

- identifying value alternatives and their consequences;

- selecting personal values from the alternatives;

- internalizing the values selected;

- acting in accordance with the values S'elected."
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-VALUES EDUCATION - A PROPOSED EXPERIENCE

Developed By: ,.Gord Penrose
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Values Education - A Proposed Experience

developed by Gard Perrose

Background: With- and students at Bayview Fairways Public School dilemmas were

generated during tho 1974-1 975 school year. Attempts to work through some SF these

dilemmas were made by Years Three through Six teachers with thd help of the following

Master Teachers: !at Kitt, Howard Iteynolds, Erle Kahnert. brim Burnham assisted in

both the planning and informal assessment of' the programme.

For the school year 1 97571 976 at Bayview Fairways it is proposed that one or more goal-

statements as outlined, in Tha Formative Years on page, 20 under the heading-of "Values"

be thebasisfor the programme.' Several five week exPeriences will make up the studies

programme in values for the school year.

Preliminary:

(1) Select one goal statement fromrThe Formative Years: "begin to develop a personal

set of values by identifying valui dlt.ernf TaTher consequences, seldating

personal values from tha alternatives, internalizing the.values selected, and acting

in accordance with the values selected".

Step ill Select a real dilemma based upon one of the twelve themes as found 'in the

student's dilemma boalc:

(i) noisy class
(ii) mistakes made in marking papers
(iii) behavior problems when teacher leaves the room

(iv) the bully
(v) broken promises
(vi) witnessing an accident
(vii) vandalism
(viii) 'teacher's pet
(ix) tattling on others
(x) witnessing cheating
(xi) disobedience
(xii) unfair decisions
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Example of a Grade 4 Dilemma

Lomat is supposed to have Ms book report in. The book is thick. He has only read the first

few pages. The book report is overdue as of to-day. .

Considerations

He didn't want to do it. (no reason)

2. He wanted to do it but he didn't think sportsmen did things like that .

3. He was wrong because the teacher will punish Mm.

4: The teacher should make him write out lines for claing-a "bad" thing like that.

5. Maybe he silauld do something so that the teacher won't have to say he didn't to

anything.

6. Maybe the teacher will get angry at him and take her anger out on the whole class.

Step 02 Read the dilemma. Ask children ta volunteer ideas of what could be done.

Ask them to volunteer ideas as to what the effect(s) coul d be on the person

who takes the action and the effects onthe person who receives the consequenc(

of this action. e.g.

He could run away from the problem

possible effect(s),
ori rson

possibhe effects on
his or her family

re ief fright
fright guilty
guilty

Step #3 , From the above ideas formulate with the children a list of considerations. Talk

about these in term of "I agree because "I disagree. because

Step #4 Use this chart in conjiinction with "Stage characteristics" part of the leaflet.
"Major chafe cteristics of a Stage - Sequence Model of the Development of

Moral Reasoning Power" supplied by the Research Office.

Is the orientation based on the individual outlook? ,
group outlook? outlook

baseton principles?

If it is individual:

OA I want to (no reason) I like to (no reason)

I don't w/ant to (no reason)

OB A reason but the relationship between a physical or social reason and reality is

not n4essary obvious. ..
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1A It is right because it gets 0N:royal_ it is wrong because brings punishment.

.1B One is paid back for doing "good" things &id "bad" things. lt is an immanent

justice notion.

2A One sees two or .more-pohits of view and comprorriises.

2B Compares two or more points of view as they relate to each other.

3 One wants appreciation, admirationi., and acceptance from those who courit.

3A One must do his or her duty but it is hot clear why.

One must do his or her duty and abey the law with a clear statement os to the
effect on society.

-
..

Step 05 Give slips of paper. ,Each pupil puts his or her name on the sheet..

Read the short list of considerations. Each pupi I picks one for first choice.
The process is repeated for 2fid and 3rd chokes.- A space is left- at the bottom

of the sheet for additional comments and ideas.

Gordon/iMUlch

1 st

2nd/r 1
3rd,,- 3

Comments: You should
do what your mother
tells you to do.

Record the individual and class results under the general heading
Preconventional or Conventional

0A-2B , 3-4

During the ensuing five weeks use dilemmas from as great a range of sources
as possible. Use a different source each week from the following:

(i) film strips
(ii) source books or booklets
(iii) movie clips
(iv) real life situations
(v) constructed

Step6 Repeat #1 stage with a different dilemma.
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INTRODUCTION

Children were asked if they would like to write stories in

'which a decision had to be made as to vlhat was the

appropriate action in a given situation. They were infarmed

.10.0that there dilemma must relate to schaol 'in some way cind

that only the situation be described.

They were also asked not to use real names but rather to .

fabrkate them.
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Leslie Kiss

GRADE ONE

The Baseball Glove 1

One morning Jack got out of bed. That afternoon Joe left his baseball glove at.the
school-grounds. When Jack and Jeff went to theAchOol-grounds at-recess the two boys-saw the
glove.and took it home. When Joe noticed that the glove was done he looked all around the
neighborhood except Jeff's and Jack's house.

David Pa-van Bobby and the Bat

Bobby found a bat and the bat,belonged to Brian. Bobby gave the bOt to Fuzzy.
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GRADE PNO

Spacey 2.- 1

There was a boy named Spacey1 He liked going in space I He lived ori Jupiter and went
to space.school . He had a rocket 500 stories highl It costed $700,000 to build. ,He had 50 .

gado ts in,the rocket. One day his father took the rocket away .

Miche11 e Rival The First Dai of School 2 7.

S sie's brother Ernie wanted to go to school so badly. It was only his first time to go
to school. When he woke up he found out there was no school. It was holiday.

Janke Youmans The Raw Sandwkh 2 - 3

John hcd a sandwich and it went raw. John's brother Mike had a sandwich and it went
raw. They were both hungry.

Maureen Lynda Haan My School 2 - 4

When Kathy was in school it was brand new. Now it is almost three years old. Kathy
isin grade two. Last year Kathy was in grade One. The yearbefore that Kathy was in Kindergarten.
In kindergarten the work was easy. hen in grade One it got a IHtle harder. Now in grade two
it is really hard. Kathy wonders about grades three, four, five, six and seven.

Caroll Carter Mkkey Mouse 2 - 5

Mickey Mouse was in Ms house sleeping. He got in trouble with his mom because he had
to do his homework. He went to his bedroom. He didn't do his homework.

Silvia Lanzolka My Brother 2 - 6

Sergio's brother Vello was playing'tether-ball. He swung and he Swung and then his bone
Came out of his finger.

Murray Foster The Mittens 2 - 7

The mitten mix-up. Stuart had a nice pair of mittens. They were red with green stripes.
Peter had mittens exactly the same. One day Stuart went to Peter's house. When it was time to
go home he saw his mittens in Peter's house.

Paul McMinn A Paper 2 -

Andrew did not know how to do a paper. He was afraid to tell the teacher. Saul knew
how to do the paper .6ndrew did not know how.

_

Johnathan Munroe The Shrimps 2 - 9

Ronnie startled growing shrimps with Mr. Rally. Mr. Rally gave Ronnie some egg's to hatch.
Mr. Rally gave Ronnie some food for the 8 shrimps. Ronnie kept on losing the food.
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The Test 2 7 10

David got his test wrong. Mary got her, test right. David felt sa . Mary felt happy

Caroll P. E. Carter The Noise 2 - 11

Airs. Moresen is a teacher. She is nice. Everybody was making noise. Then she said,

"Be quiet". And they did. Then they started making a noise agdirl.

Eddie Roberts Big and Small '

Some big kids pick on Sam. He is small .

Trevor Warren Foursquare 2 - 13

Donny wanted to play foursquare but they would not let him. Don5kwas not happy.

Samara Robinowitz The Snowball

One day Peter threw a snowball and it hit a police car and he ran inside the school . Tha

policeman came to talk to him,

Leigh Viersen The Lost Ring 2 - 15

One day Mary lost a ring. John found the ring. John liked Lori and gave the ring to
her. Then Mary came to John's class and asked him if he saw her ring.

9 - 14
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GRADE THREE

Nkole ROien Teachers Error I 3 - 1

, Tim's teacher gave him 100 out of 100. Tim saw'he only had 91 out of 100.

NicOle Rosen The Bad Day 3 - 2

Cathy and Bonnie lived on farm. One day a rain storm came. Mother and Father were
on.there way to town.. They left their rain clothes in the car. School would start in an hour!

Alexis Dimangel The Sticker 3 - 3

At school John Coposi put a sticker on the teacher's chair. She sat down and the sticker,
was on her dress. She walked around with the stkker on her, dress.

Craig Mulhollan The Big Bat Fink 3 - 4

One day at Baview Frownways a boy called Jimmy was called to the front of the class for
science. The Science teacher was Mr: Glenrose. He said that the topk was birds so Jimmy made
some wooden wings and put them on his back.

When he came back to:school all the kids called him a bird fink. -He did not care -if he. was
called a fink. Then he climbed on tap of the roof.

Tracey Powers The Uniform , 3 - 5

One day Fred ripped his freind's soccer uniform. He was the biggest boy on the team.
Fred thought he would beat him up. Fred said, "But he is my friend he would not hurt me".
"Ohl" he is playing a game tomorrow.

Chris Pople Broken Glasses 3 r 6

Mary Tyler was going out to recess one day but she forgot her glasses on the counter. Her
pupils had a bunch of new and old toys. The boys had guns. The guns had little stones you could
put in. John thought they should play cowboys and Indians. So they were shooting and Crash!
The teacher's glasses were busted by Rogie. The teacher came in from recess. How did my glasses
get broken.

Sven Din The T.V. Set 3 - 7

One-day Jon's teacher said "Sit there and stay there, while I go to the office." Jon
didn't do what he was suppose to do. He started a\ fight and banged the school T.V. set and it
broke.

El izabeth K iss The Fire 3 - 8

One evening Nancie's parents had to go somewhere for three days. After they had left
Nancy invited her girlfriend over. They tried to make a cake, but when they tried to take it
out of the oven Susan burned her hand. That afternoon Nancies parents called and asked them if
they were all right. Then Nancy said they were all right. But they had broken three of Nancies
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John Gummersall Sam the Bad Boy .9

There was a boy name Sam. He was a mean boy. Every day he would do one bad thing,
One day he would put some bubblegum on the teacher's desk. The teacher would sit down and

,stick to the desk. The next day he put a stink bomb in Jodeen's desk: pow ugk I I I "Something
smells! said Jodeen .

-

Paula Barata The Broken glass cup 3 - 10

Mother went a`way to the store. She said "Mary and Nancy go to school". So Miry and
Nancy went to school. When they got to school Nancy had to hold the teacher's cup and Mary
wanted the cup. They had a fight and Nancy-dropped the cup.

Jack ie .Green The Bullies 3 - 11

Jackco's sisterTenny is in the shelter crying because some big boys were pushing her.
Penny would not let Jackco take her to the teacher.

Tony Banko The Broken Window 3 - 12

It is recess at school . A boy was playing ball and in a flash the ball hit the window', The
window broke.

Susan Ackland Broken window 3 - 13

One day Mary Cook was playing outside and her mom was going to work. It was pouring
down snow. Her mother said "Dress very very well and warm and you may go out to play." Her
morn on1y worked in the morning. She left but before she left she said "Don't throw snow balls".
But Mary did. She was aiming for the school roof but she hit the window.
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GRADE FOUR

Research
1

The teacher told Earbut to do research on dOgs but I) liked cats better .;
1

He tried it on eats
ut Could not find a book on cati. He tried it on hamster /but he could find a book on hamsters.

He tried it on birds.

9

I

Daryl -Siott j The Drug ,
I

4 - 2 '
il, I

Hector's best friend was a real brat. He/smoked and he took drugs. - One day at school his

i/
After school he tidld his parents what they were talking about. His fathIer also gave him

a talk about drugs. Thenext day was Satiirday and Hector's friend asked hiti for a drug,

clasi was taiking about drug and how bad they/were.

Stacey Donaghy ZELAS Adventure 4 - 3

Zela's mother said, "The principal called," and your teacher said that you Were not well=
behaved in school. Your teacher said you have not done your science, "B-But I did itl " . Zela said,
"You did not", said her mother:" ZeIa did not know that her friend Oaka switched papers. Oaka
rubbed out Zela's name and put on her own name instead.

Tiarta Perry S. R. A. Card 4 - 4

Daygart was supposed to do three S.R.A. Card before he- went on to another colour.
Daygart only did one and went on to another colour.

Tiana Perry Book Report 4 - 5

Lamot was supposed to read a book for the book report. The'book he-had to have read had
three hundred pages. She didn't have three hundred pages read. The book report is due today.

Tiana Perrjf Moth Test 4 - 6

Zcary was supposed to have done a math test. She did not have it done, When she went
/ to correct it she put all the answers in, The teacherfhoughtshe saw Zcary do it.

Neil Foster Jacknife 4 - 7

Ace and his class were going on a school trip. One of his best friends bet:night a jacknife
with him. Ace started to play with it. He cut hh finger with it. The teacher had said that
there were to be no knives taken on the trip.

Leonardo Lamella Ice-cream 4 - 8

Kerby had to make ice-cream for a contest with another boy. . Kerby already made ice-
cream, The other boy didn't even start his.
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The Birthday Gift 4 - 9

One day Nery was at a store. She was looking for a present for her mother because it was
-.her mother's birthday tomorrow. She only had to buy some things for her father ond some things kir.
an experiment at school. Her family had a rule Don't Borrow Money.

Colleen Le Moine _Report Card 4 -

It was the first day of school and Tilly was bad. She had to stay in after school. Soon it
was report card day. She got a bad one. W ill she pass or not pass? When her mom opened it she
was in trouble. Her sister got a good report card. So her mom and dad got her sister something for
passing. They didn't buy Tilly anything because she didn't pass.

Heather K irkwood Stolen M3th Test 4 -

Tashy's class was having a math test. Tashy saw her friend Fee-Fee take the teacher's
answer sheet.
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GRADE FIVE

Sneeky Gieg 5 - 1

One day the class was doing math. The teacher had gone down ot the office with a boy.
who had been bad.. Greg said to his friend's "I am going to gat The teacher's math book and copy
tlie answers".

Robei-t Marshall Cards 5 - 2

One day Roel saw his friend Arnold. He was playing cards with his other friend George.
Roel decided he would watch them play.. Then Arnold was called over by his teacher. Then George

Jookad at Arnolds cards and took one. Roel saw him do it,

'Judy Shaw Glenda and Larry 5 - 3

One day Larry went to school. In the morning the class was doing math. Then in the
afternoon they were doing art with scissors. Larry cut a piece of Glenda's hair off.

Dean Virgoe Chesterd the-Cheater 5 - 4

One day at school some people were playing chess. Bange wanted to play with someone
and his name was Chesterd They had a game and Chesterd won. But the next game Bange won.
Chesterd had a book under the desk. He was cheating.

Debbie Chroust Leo's Teacher 5-5

Leo's teacher made Leo mad. And at the afternoon recess Leo went in th teachers desk
and stole something. Beagle, saw him. Beagle was not a friend of Leo's.

Judy Chilvei's Recess Cheating 5 - 6

One day Rhonda had gotten permission to finish her work at school during recess. Every-
one was gone except Crystal and Rhonda so Rhonda assumed she had gotten permission. Then
.lhonda saw Crystal reach for the answer booklet. Rhonda new Crystal was copying because she
had told Crystal that morning she had not begun to write anything.

Cindy Graham Fred Bed 5 - 7

One-day a boy named Fred Bed was looking in someone's bag. He got out some gum.
It was mint gum, and See Bee said: "I saw you take that gum out of that bag".

Susan Manteufel The Math Test 5 - 8

One day in school Perch, a little girl, got a test about "Math". When Perch got it back
she got one wrong, and 59 right. The test was out of 60. She usually yot them mostly wrong.

Shirley Anne Egan Copying 5 - 9

Keshon was going some work. Suddenly iviercan saw him lean over and look at his friends
finished and marked work. 142
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Kevin Smith Spelling Test 5 - 10

Fred and Anthony were sitting together and Fred said "hey" Anthony said, "What"?
Fred said, "Let's go to the teacher's desk and sneak the teacher's spelling book". Anthony said,
"Ok", Then they took the spelling book and copied the questions out: Donald saw the two boys

do it. ,

David Alexander Spelling Test 5 - 11

Donald start

5 - 12

One day we had a spelling test. Donald took a spelling book. Omano saw
to copy out of the book. Then he handed it to the teacher.

Kenny Priddlg Tear

Joe saw Ted tear a math answer book.

Kenny Pridd le Break 5 - 13

Sue saw Jack break a window. Jack ran.

Tina Karja The Fight 5 - 14

One day when Morrsel was playing with Meatless they,saw a fight.

Karen Muholland The Math Test 5 7 15

One day the class had a math test. Toto saw April copying Jay-Jay's work.

Seerna Naqui The Test 5 - 16

One day the class was having a test. Ray went up to the teacher's desk and took the

answers. Then he went boa to his seat and copy down the answers, The class saw him do it.

Paul Boynett Beaver Changed the Name 5 - 17

One day the class had a math te.st. On Wednesday the teacher announced that Kitty was
the only kid to get 100%. Beaver felt up:ct. So at 3:30 Beaver changed the name and showed

the teacher and the next day the teacher announced her mistake. Kitty cried. Beaver felt upset.

Laura Stoodley The. Punch 5 - 18

One day Flower saw Riff punch Hendcr in the mouth. Hender couldn't talk because he had
fat lip. The reason he punched Hender was that Hender was sliding down the hill and Riff was

looking at Hender. Hender didn't know who hit him, but Flower did.

Linda ivligotto The Ripper 5 - 19

There was a boy name Punky. He had to do some work but instead he ripped two piece of

papers up. 143
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undo Migotto The April Fool Quiz 5 - 20

The class was doing an April Fool quiz. Coco saw Paco put in the,a-risWer from Saco's paper.

Linda

1

/
Migotto The Copier_ 5 - 21

deo was looking for his papers which was all right. When he passed Nina's desk she had,
his papers and was putting in the answer.,

;Ensa Dale Sadie is Naughty 5 - 22

One day Sadie was bad. So the teacher sent her to the principles office. Initead of the
principles office Sadie want home.

Ensa Date Barney Steele 5 - 23

One day Barney was in the jJnitor's office and he was squirting soap all over. The janitor
saw B rney come out of his offke with soap on his shirt sleeve.

'Joanntv McMinn The Spelling Test 5 - 24

One day we were having a spelling test. Flossie saw Buzzby peeking at Hermans spelling
Flo le told Tamy to tell the teacher.

Sweed Khan Tubs, the stealer 5 - 25

One time Bugs saw Tubs steal Slug's pencil and rubber. Right away Tubs saw Bugs the
teacher's Mathematics answer book

f
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Pout Gummersall

At lunch when Al Petersan was on
did not notice the sign that said stay off.
knockeil Jack down.

David Foster
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GRADE SIX

The Slide 6 - 1

his Way to school he stopped tb slide on the.slide. He
Jack Alson was standing on the slide 4 Al went down and

The Loe Ball 6-2

One day when Jim and Rob were playing foar square the bell rang. Then somebody kicke
the ball into the field. Jim told the others to get the ball but no one got it. When Jim came out",:
fcr recess it wasn't there.

3-

Pierre Charbonneau The Fight 6 - 3

One day a kid naMed Bobby Ditch and his friends were walking around. Bobby was hurt
by someone. Lisa Johnson saw who did it.

Alan Zelcovitch Should I or Shouldn't I 6 -4

One day Rig Fase was going home to4unch. Just before he walked out the school door
he saw Big Eggy. He quickly ran to another door where he saw Timinds. He said to himself,
"how am I going to get out?" If I bash open the door with Tirninds at it. I'll be in a fight. If I
go through the door with Big Eggy by it. I'll have a broken gack.

Billy Mitchell The Promise 6 - 5 `I

A boy promised his teacher he would wash the rabbit cage and feed the rabbit. When the
teacher went out the boy went out too. He got so involved he forgot what to do. ,The school door
was locked. .,

Trish Neal The Thr3at 6 -

It was 3:30 and school was out. Cindy decided to go to the park. Becky was going to
meet her there. Cindy was about 50 feet from the park when she thought she heard someone
crying. "Oh \Iol" It's Big Joe and his gang. They are beating up Becky!

"Boy, now I'm in trouble, they've spotted me" Cindy said. Joe shouted "Hey kid, you
snitch`"on us and we'll personally beat your brains out of your skull, OK?"

Klye Danko Broken Window 6 - 7

Tammie's day started out all wrong so she decided she would just sit down at recess. She
did but while recess was on she saw &rink throw a ball at one of the windows and the window broke.
But worst of all Frank saw her.
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Angie Veteree. Voll ball Game 6 - 8

Sandy was the captain of the girl I volleyball game,- Wei best friend was,Carolyn Lack.
ndy s and Carolyn's team always won ag *nst the other teams. There were yules for the game and
anyone ever broke the rules, they could .t play again. Sandy'S team was in the finals. They

mt. Carolyn flew into a rage and broke one the rules. It was up to Sandy to tell her she
couldn't ploy anymore.

Julie Heinig The Scribbl 6 - 9

One day ,when Christopher walking into his cl ss room to get his books after,school, he saw
three people which he knew. They were scribbling on, he chalkboard.

Christina Dalli A Girl in the Coatr 6 - 10

One day Liana saw a Marni in the coatroom looking in peoples' coats, /vtaini was Leona's
beat girlfriend.

Karen Ratcliff My Friend the Book Breaker 6 - 11

One day Lahne had to stay after school to finish up a story: Lahne's best friend Marsha
Moose was in too. When Lahne had finished the leacher had already left so Lehne went. Marsha
was the Only one left. Lahne had gotten half way home when she remembered her hat. I had left
it in my desk. When Lehne got back to school she saw Marsha ripping up a new text book. Marsha
had always been Lahne's friend.

Debbie Cadieux Who Should get it? 6 - 12

One day Sally, got a doll from her friend Karen. Karin found the doll, but she sHII gave
it to Sally. Sally loved the doll every much. The next day Karen came to school and said that
the little girl who had lost the doll had wanted it back. But Sally said she had given the doll to
her little sister For her birthday.

Vera Lo The Teacher's Pet 6 - 13

One day Harry, the dumbest boy in the class was cowing Veronica's work. Poor Veronica
thought of telling Miss Kinkletoe, her teacher, but Harry was the teachei's pet. Miss Kinkletoe would
of course, make a dumb excuse and Harry wouldn't get in trouble; instead, Veronica would.

Anonymous The Break In 6 - 14

Schmo saw Irving and Moshe break into the school.. They caused lots of damage. They
didn't get caught.

John Pinkerton The Ripped Book 6 - 15

Tarzan saw Joe take a math book to the washroom. And rip some pages out of it, Tarzan
was Joe's friend.
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The Swipg Mysfery 6 -.16

One day when Beaver vies at the park, the group Beaver was in, which is only a gang
Beaver hung around with, decided to take down one of the swims. Since Beaver hung around theri,
hey wanted Beaver to help them. They were rough kids.

bonne Fetterly The Sneak- 6 - 17

Well one day in school the class was-having art and Mrs. Gay said that we cculd Only take'
one piece of paper to do our art on; IF anyone makes a mistake she wouldn't be allowed to take an
other piece of paper. Well, Mousey saw Winkey take an other piece of paper.

Diane Pcrter Bratty Bill 6 - 18

One day Lisa and Susan were playing tag. Braity Bill came and pushed Susan down and
broke her glasses.

David Harrell Hookey 6 - 19

One day Harry, Joe and Will decided to play hookey, but all of a sudden Joe didn't
want to. Then Harry and Will started calling him a sissy. Then Joe said "just for that I'm going
to tell on you." And then Harry said "oh yeh if you do we're going to knock yah flat."
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INTRODUCTION

Recently there hos been on evolvtng consensus omong educotionol

policy smokers thot humon volues educotion hos. to be consciously and

systemoticolly pursued in the public system of educotion. This need

wos emphosized in the United Stotes by the Educotionol Policies

Commission of the Nationol Educotion Associotion (1951) ond in Conodo

by the Committee on Religious Educotion in the Public Schools of

Ontorio (1969). There remoins, however, much controversy over how

to implement the teoching of volues in o plurolistic sOciety:

The foundotions of good humon relotions ore loid in the eorly school

yeors. As the child moves from o predominontly egocentric position to

o more sociocentric one, octive involvement in the study of humon

relotions will sensitize him to the needs of others (Fleres ond Benmarnan,

1974). If such involvement is not encouroged, then it becomes increos-

ingly difficult to understond the relotionship between the individuol ond

society. For os the child begins to understond how his own feelings
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shape his behaviour, he also comes to appreciate the relationships

between and among the motives and actions of others.

Sociodrama, or role-playing, is a.group problem-solving method

that enables young people to explore, in spontaneous enactments followed

by guided discussion, how they tend to solve interpersonal problems, what

alternatives are available to them, and what the personal and social

consequences are of the proposals they offer (Shaftel & Shaftel, 1967).

The major purpose of the present study was to determine if, as a result

of role-playing experiences, young people would increasingly move toward

a more decentered position and mature in the development of their' human

values.

Background of the Study

The cognitive-developmental theory of moral reasoning developed by

Lawrence Kohlberg and his associates is concerned with the structures of

reasoning and judgment upon which one's beliefs are based and not so

much with the conient of what one belieVes about a moral issue (Kohlberg,

1963). This approach to the teaching of values is more likely to be

accepted in our pluralistic society than approaches that centre on the

transmission of spe ific value systemi (Beck, 1972; Burnharn, 1975;

:Kohlberg , 1973; Peterson, 70; and Riles, 1975) .

The work of Selman (1971) suggested that social perspective-taking

develops according to systematic sequences of stages that parallel Kohlberg's
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levels of moral reasoning. This social, perspective-taking skill was seen

as a necessary condition for the development of moral conceptions. A

program that aims to stimulate and exercise the child's social perspective-

taking ability across a range of social situations was considered to have

the potential for assisting in the development of more mature moral judg-

ments. This study proposed to respond to this possibility.

Rationale

If human values education is to be consciously and systematically

pursued in the public school system, an approach that finds acceptance

in our pluralistic society must be used. One approach that is nondoctrinal

and is potentially acceptable to most people focuses on the eievelopment

of moral reasoning.

A necessary condition for the stimulation of moral reasoning was seen

to be social perspective-taking ability. However, it was argued that

social perspective-taking is not a sufficient condition for growth toward

more mature levels of moral reasoning (Selman, 1975).

Sociodrama, or role-playing has been presented as an effective

technique for educating for individual integrity and broup problem solving

(Shaftel & Shaftel, 1967). However, it remained unclear whether socio-

sirama had any direct influence on levels of social perspective-taking and

levels of moral reasoning. This study presumed to clarify the nature of

these relationships.
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Elementary school counselors have always been concerned, at least

implicitly, with the overall personal development of children. MOre

speCifisolly, the role of the elementary school counselor has the

potential for influencing the level of social and moral development of

children (Graham, 1975; Mosher & Sullivan, 1974; and 'Wilson, 1971).

Counselors are familiar with role-playing procedures and have the skills

essential for effective interventions using this technique. The purpose of

this study Was to investigate the extent to which pupils' levels of social

perspecthle-taking and levels of moral reasoning were influenced by

guided role-playing experiences.

Statement of the Problem

What is the contribution of role-playing to the level of social

perspective-taking and to 'the level of moral reasoning of elementary

school; pupils? In parttcular, does intervention by means of role-playing

activities contribute to the development of elementary school pupils' levels

of social perspectiv -taking and levels- of moral reasoning? In addition,

can -role-playing contrEbute to an increase in the moral reasoning level

of pupils in elementary sdkool beyond the parallel seicial perspective-

taking level?

Specifically, this study asked three questions: (a) How does

playing contribute

-pupils? (b) How

eole-

to the levels of roral reasoning of elementary school

does role-playing contribute to the levels of social
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perspective-taking of elementary school pupils? (c) Can role-playing increase

the level of moral reasoning of elementary school pupils beyond the parallel level

of social perspective-taking?

Definition of Terms

This study defined three terms as follows:.

1. Role-playing. This referred to a group problem-solving method that

enables young people to explore interpersonal problems in spontaneous enact-

ments followed by guided discussion -- utilizing critical evaluation and full

-discussion in a supportive atmosphere -- of how they tend to soive such

problems, of what alternatives are available to them, and of what the

personal and social conseqUences are of the proposals they offer.

2. Level of moral reasoning. This represented a measure of a pupil's

development of Moral reasoning concerning positive justice issues as reflected

in his score on Damon's scale (see Appendix AO.

3. Level of social perspective-taking. This indicated a pupil's

development of interpersonal cognition as reflected in his score on Selman's

scale (see Appendix B).

Limitations of the Study

This research had the following limitations: (a) The elementary school

counselor who applied the intervention volunteered and was not selected at

random. (b) Assignment of pupils to experimental conditions was not truly
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raridom in that intact classes were involved. (c) The measures of social

perspective-taking arid moral reasoning were of unknown validity (Loevinger,

1974). (d) The findings cannot be generalized beyond the sample population.

>
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Three areas of research iiterature are examined .in relation to this

study. The first area deals with reseCirch concerning moral development

theory particularly the cognitive-developmental approach of Kohlberg and

Damon. The second area of research is focused upon social perspective-
,

taking ability as explained by Selman and his associates, and specific

reference is made to the relation 'of this ability to moral reasoning. The

third area of research pertains to role-playing,cas an instructional method-
.

oldgy for social skills development. The 'objective of thh examination

was to demonstrate the relationship of social perspective-taking to moral

reasoning and to provide a methodology for influencing development in

these two areas. Based upon these postulated relationships, an experimental

program was devised and tested for support.

Moral Reasoning

Early approaches to moral development dealt with the problems of the

origin of moral values as cultural phenomenon. It was assumed that
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morality -was a system of rules and values defined- by the culture and that

the individual child acquired these rules and values by general cultural-

transmission mechanisms such as soaal reinforcement and: modelling. The

Hartshorne and May (1928) study focused on a culturally defined value,

"honesty," wilich was measured by a person's disPositinn to resist the

temptation of breaking a rule under conditions of reduced likelihood of

detection or punishment. One of the difficulties with the work of these

re-searchers was their assumption thdt those issueS which have moral signif-
1

.

icance for adults function in a ,similar way with young children.
_L.

Later approaches to the .btudy of moral development were primarily

concerned with the cognitive capacity to make judgmentS in terms of an

internalized stqndard of morality- and to justify holding the standard to

oneself and others. The empirical investigations undertaken by Piaget

(1932) and Kohlberg' (1958) had their roots in the rational, volitiqnal,

tradition of Kantian philosophy, as it was expressed by developmental

theorists such as James Baldwin (1906). Baldwin argved for two moral-

ities arising sequentially in an individual's development. The first stage

of moral development was seen to be moral judgment based upon respect

for custom and authority; and the judgment of right and-wro in accord-

ance with universal principles, justice, and social welfare consequences

was seen os the sedond stage of moral development.
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_Pia* (1 932) studied children's responses to moral dilemmas, and his

findings confirmed Ba kWh's theory of, moral development as a two-step

process beginning 'with. respeCt for adult rules 'as sacred and invariant

(heteronomy) and ending with an adherence to principles of equit'y

(autonomy) that are widely shared by members of societj,.

In their work On cognition, Piaget and Inhelder (1968) further

developedthe idea or.stage development. They suggest that some Of the

characterhtics of stages are that they ,form 'an invariant sequence, each

builds on the previous stage and prepares for the next, and there is Cin

inner iogic which provides coherence, unity, and stability.

Kohlberg's Theory

Kohlberg (1958, 1963, 1969, 1973) used elements of Piaget's methods

and reasoning to derive his cognitive-developmental: approach to'moral

development. It has been largely thh research of Kohlberg that has

created considerable doubt concerning the two-step system of moral
A

development theorized by Piaget. Kohlberg's approach, like Piaget's, is

concerned not so much with the cantent of what one believes about a

moral issue as with the structure of reasoning and ju'dgment upon which

one's beliefs are based.

Kohlberg's theory suggests that people develop in their moral reason-

ing by progressing through a series of stages in which each successive one

is characterized by a more decentered perspective than the previous. Rate
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df progress through this inmriant sequence of stages varies from individual

to individual, and's(' person may terminate develOPMent at any stage.

Movement to the next higher stage is seen as a re\ponse to,a state of

cognitive disequilibrium caused by the exposure to reasoning one level
\ ,\

above one's present level (Kohlberg, 1973). 'On the :)asis of responses
\'\

to dilemma sitilations, Kohlberg'advanced the position 1.hat moral develop-

ment falls into three moral levels each of which subsumes two stages os

follows.

Level 0--pi-emoral period: The child Makes judgments i4z)f good on the

basis of what he likes and wants or what helps him, and bad on the basis

of what he does not like or what hurts him. He has no concept of rules

or of obligations to obey independent of his 'wishes'.
S.

Level 1--preconventional morality. At this level, the child is re-
:,

spohsive to cultural rules and labels of good and bad, right or wrong, but

he interprets the labels in terms of either the physical consequences A

action (punishment, reward,..rexchaf4( the ph si al power of

those who enunciate the rules or labels. Moral values are'pereeived to

exist outside th,e individual rather than in internalized standards.

Stage 1 responses are based upon a punishment and obedience 86E41N-
i r'

r
tion. The physical consequences of an act determine its goodness or bad-

.

ness regardless of the human meaning or value, of theii'6oequences.

Avoidance of punishment and deference to power are valued in their own
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xight, not in terms of respect for an underlying moral order.

Stage 2 responses are chOracterized by definitiTs of responsibility

in terms of instrumental relativism. ,Right action conshts of that\ which

instrumentally satisfies one's own needs and occasionally the needs of

others. The total deference to authority has been surpcissed, and one is

better able to evaluate the consequences of action.

Level 2--conventional morality. the person at this level has intern-
,

alized rules that base moral decisions upon performing good or correct

rules, or in maintaining the conventional order and expectations of others.

Maintaining the expectations of the individual's family, group, or nation

is perceived as valuable in its own right, regardless of immediate and

obvious consequences.

Stage 3 responses are primarily based upon directing one's behavior

toward pleasing- and helping others. There is much conformity to stereo-
.

,.

. ,..--

typical images of w h majority or "natural" behavior, One earnsc.:

approval by being a "good boy" or a "nice girl."

Stage 4 resporises are governed by an internalized sense of respect

for law, and order. Right behavior consists of doing one's duty, showing

respect for authority, and maintaining the given social order for its own

sake.

Level 3--postconventional morality. At this level' there is a clear

effort to define mOral values and principles which have validity and
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application apart from the authority of the groyp or persons holding these

principles and apart from the individual's own identification with these

groups. Persons at this level understand the premises underlying previous

levels of morality and can examine the arbitrary nature of conventions

and laws.

Stage 5 responsei define duty in contractual terms. An action should

be taken because free humans have agreed to it. Breaking such an agree-.

ment is possible if the decision to do so is compatible with the individual

respondent's welfare and the welfare of others. There is a clear awareness

of the relativism of personal values and opinions and a corresponding emphasis

upon procedural rules for reaching coniensus. Askle from what is constitutionally

and democratically agreed upon, the right is a matter of.personal "values" and

"opinions." The result is an emphasis on alegal perspective, but with an

empha'sk upon the possibility of changing the law in terms of rational considera-

tions of social Utility. Outside the legal realm/free agreement and contract

is the binding element of obligation.

Stage 6 responses are in terms of internalized universal principles.

Social roles can be justified if they are compatible with moral principles.

ht is defined by the decision of -conscience in accord With self-chosen

ethical principles that are logically comprehensive, universal, and consistent.
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Damon's Theory

However, Kohlberg s research has concentrated primarily on late

childhood, adolescence and adulthood. The validity of Kohlbergian

theory for children younger than ten years of age was questioned by

Damon who redefined Kohlberg's premoral and preconveritional levels

of moral reasoning. Damon (1971) considered positive justice --

specifically, the justice of distribution, determining who in society

should get what share of the.available resources. -- to be the core-
.

structure of moral cognition in young children. Damon used thii con-

cept to provide a more detailed structural analysis of the young child's

moral reasoning than did earlier versions posited by Kohlberg. Damon

(1973) argued that moral reasoning for children between the ages of four

and ten may be categorized into three major. stages: 0, 1, and 2 --

each of whkh may be divided into two substages "A" and "B." Each

of Damon's major stages roughly parallels Kohlberg's substages having the

same numerical 'designation.

The developmental progression described by Damon's (1974) series of

substages revolves around four related aspects of the child's reasoning in

the. area of positive justke. These aspects are: (a) the types of justice

conflict recognized by the child, (b) the means that the child constructs

to resolve these conflicts, (c) the persons considered to be signifkant in

determining a "fair" resolution to the conflict, and (d) the nature of the

justification that the child uses to support his position.
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The six substages of moral reasoning for children between the ages

of four and ten presented by Damon are summarized as follows.

Substage 0--A. At this earliest level moral choices simply derive

from a child's wish for an act to occur. The choice and the reason for

the choice are undifferentiated. The child recognizes only those conflicts

involving his desires and obstacles to their fulfilment. These conflicts

are resolved by assuring pleasant consequences to himself or others with

whom he associates or "likes." This justification is egocentric and

subjective with no awareness of a need to support his choice -with

external, objective reasons.

Substage 0--B. Moral choices at this level are ostensibly justified

on the basis of physical or social realities. However, these justifications

still reflect the egocentric values of what the child wants to happen.' He
-

now recognizes that others have desires as well as himself; and, therefore,

he realizes that there is a need to ju:tify his decisions on grounds more

universally accepted than a reference to his own wishes-. The child at

0--B, as at 0--A, resolves his conflicts by awarding preferential treatment

to himself or to those closely associated to himself..

Substage 1--A. At this point the child recognizes that two or more

persons may be in conflict, and each one is now considered as a distinct,

objective being. However, each person in the conflict is seen as having

his own self-interest as his primary goal. The 1--A child treats all persons
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equgilly, allowing for no mitigating circumstances or reasons. This child

prescribes on the basis of what he observes as the social realities of the

world. An act is wrong.because it is punished and right because it is

rewarded. Equal treatment is applied to all, and this principle is supported

with reference to the self-interest of epch.

Substage 1--B. The child at this level recognizes conflicts between

persons with "deserving" claims that go beyond their simple desires. In

resolving them he treats people differentially adcording to their possession

of some merit criteria. All those whO have made a contribution are con-

sidered significant in direct propo4ion to the degreelof that contribution.

In justifying his pasition, the 1--B child attempts to \incorporate notions
,

of reciprocal obligation; bui, since the valuing of reciprocity k unilateral,

reasoning remains absolute and inflexible. This child decides on the basis

of his view of anothec's intentions and a primitive notion of reciprocity --

that everyone should be paid back in kind for doing good or bad things.

Substage 2--A. A plurality of disparate claims to justice are rec-

ognized by the child at this Level. Consequently a moral relativity

develops out af his understanding that different persons can have different

justifications for similar acts. The 2--A child attempts to resolve these

conflicts through mechanisms of compromise which are often quantitative --

awarding the most ta the persan with the best claim. These justifications

show respect for all persons equally, and there is frequently the assertion

that each is right "in a way."
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Substage 2--B. This sixth level of reasoning, as in 2--A, is also

characterized by the recognition of a variety of co1ipetfng justice claims.

However, resolution is accomplished by systematicalliy excluding all but

the "best clan." Efforts to coordinate the various claims to justice,

vincluding those of equality and reciprocity, are evi'dent- at this IeveF.

Although 2--B reasuning is significantly advanced over earlier levels,

it leaves many problems to be worked out -- the confusion of means with

ends and just solutiOns with utilitarian ones, the .limitation of considering

as-significant only those concretely present, arid the situation-oriented

code of fairness. But these concerns do not bother most children before

the age of 10 (Damon, 1974),

Social Perspective-Taking

The writings of Baldwin (1906) and Mead (1934) support the position

that the unique aspect of social cognition and judgment that differentiates

human from subhuman functioning is role-taking -- the ability to under-

stand oneself and others as subjects, to react to others as like oneself, and

to react to dne's own, behavior frorn the 'other's Point of view. The concept

of role-taking also has roots in the theory-of cognitive development of

Piaget (1968). Two of his concepts that relate directly to role-taking are:

(a) egocentrism, the inability to escape from one's own view of the world;

and (6) decentration, the ability' to consider multiple perspectives.
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Feffer (1959) equated social perspective-taking with the Piagetian

concept of decentration, and he has developed a projective technique

for assessing age-related levels of a child's ability to decenter in the

social realm. He has described three levels of this ability: (a).-siMple

refocusing, in which there is no coordination between Fierspectives;

(b) consistent elaboration, defined as a sequential\ coOrdination between

perspectives; and (c) change of perspective, characterized by the

simultaneous coordination of perspectives.

The empirical researal of Flavell (1968) repr sents another attempt
1

to clarify the concept of social perspective-taki 1g. In his study of the

development of children's ability to make inferences about another's

point of view, Flavell isolated three crucial r eps in the sequence:

(a) one's realization that others can have co nitions about oneself as

well as about. other external objects, (b) ne's recogniton that other's

not only view him as an object but alio as a subject, and (c) the

realization that both oneself and anoth can go on considering each

other's view of the other ad infinitum.

Selman and associates (Selman, 1971; Selman, Damon & Gordon,

1973; Selman & Byrne, 1974; Selman, 1975) have focused their research

on the young child's ability to take another's perspective and the relation

of this ability to the development, of more advanced moral reasoning.

Piaget (1932) had argued that prior to the acquisition of decentering
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ability -- incorporating the points of view of others -- heteronomous

(advanced) morality was not possible. Likewise, Kohlberg (1971) has

held that all morally relevant rules and institutions are interpreted

through role-taking processes directed by a concern for both welfare

and justice.

On the basis of the analyses of role-taking done by Feffer (1959)

and Flavell (1968) as well as the developmental principles of differen-

tiation (distinguishing perspectives) and integration (relating perspectives),

Selman and Byrne (1974) derived a sequence of developmental, age-related,

and logically related structures that a child displays in his understanding of

another's point of view. These structures constitute a series of role-taking

levels as follows.

Level 0--egocentric perspective-taking. Although the child at this

level can differentiate himself from others at entities, he can neither

differentiate nor relate their points of view. He does not realize that

another may see a social situation differently from the way he does.

Level 1--subjective perspective-taking. The child begins to under-

stond that other people may feel differently or think differently because

they are in o different situation or have different information. He is not

able, however, to keep his own perspective and simultaneously put him-

self in the place of others in attempting to judge their actions. Nor can

the child' at this level judge his own actions from another's point of view.
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He understands the -Subjectivity of persons but does not u;i4derstand that

persons may consider each other as subjects rather tht only as social

objects.

Level 2--self-reflective perspective-taking./ The young child is now

aware that people think and feel differently liecause each has his own

uniquely ordered set of values or purposes/ He recognizes that his own

behavior, thoughts, feelings, and intentions may be under scrutiny by

another and can anticipate another's perspective of himself. it.stt-Itis"

level the child can see himself from gnat-kb-Pi point of-view, and he

also recognizes that another person can take his point of view. But

these reflections do not occur simultaneously or mutually. - They only

occur sequentially.

Level 3--mutual perspective-taking. The child can now distinguish

between his own perspective and the generalized or average point of

view. He is able to maintain a disinterested or spectator position in

viewing social interactions. He is aware that both he and another can

consider each other's perspective simultaneously and mutually. In addition,

each can consider a situation from a third party perspective in which each

individual's point of view is considered.

Level 4--qualitative-system perspective-taking. The adolescent can

understand that the subjective perspectives of persons toward one another

exist not on ly on the level of mutual expeqtations but also at deeper levels.
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He sees that perspectives between persons form a network or system.

Multiple levels of perspective-taking and multiple systems of perspectives

are conceptualized at this level.

Level 5--symbalic interaction perspective-taking. Perspective-taking

is seen as a method for the analysis of interpersonal and social relations.

Due to the nature of human subjectivity itself, the level 5 person does

not necessarily "know" the other's perspective as content. Mutual under-

standing is seen to occur through the use of similar processes of social

reasoning.

Selman and Byrne (1974) have shown that progress to Kohlberg's

level of conventional morality is dependent upon mutual perspective-taking

ability. One a the major conclusions,of the study by Selman, Daman and

Gordon (1973) was that each sacial perspective-taking level is a necessary'

condition (but not a sufficient one) far development to the parallel level of

moral reasoning. Specifically, subjective perspective-taking (Level 1) is a

necessary condition for moral reasoning Substage 1--B; and self-reflective

perspective-taking ability (Level 2) is a necessary prerequisite far moral

reasoning Substage 2--B. Cognitive development as another necessary

condition fL maral judgment has been studied recently by Tomlinson- asyA

and Keasy (1974) and Daman (1975). However, it would appear that no

definitive relationship has yet been established.
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The relationship between social perspective-taking and moral re soning

has been demonstrated by Selman, Damon and their associates (SelmCin,

Damon, Gordon & Lieberman, 1973; and Selman, Gordon & Damon, 1973).

It remained to be determined if, as Moir (1974) has asked, training in

role-taking is possible. Th:lotudy attempted to respond to this question by

44,
exploring the influence of role-playing exercises on levels of socidl

perspective-taking and moral reasoning.

Role-Playing

Value education programs based on Kohlberg's theory of moral develop-

ment tend to have their general aim stated in terms of movement toward

more advanced levels of moral reasoning. The most common format of

these programs involves the discussion of moral dilemmas by a teacher and

the class. This approach has been attempted at the elementary school

(Beck, 1971), secondary school (Blatt, 1969; Blatt and Kohlberg, 1974)

and college level (Boyd, 1973). Hickey (1974) has also used this method

with prison inmates. In addition, a variant of thh approach has been

incorporated into the Deliberate Psychological Education program of Mosher

(

and Sprinthall (1970). The effectiveness of theselprograms has yet to be

conclusively demonstrated. It would appear that other approaches might

have greater success.

In this study of the relationship between egocentrism and the emergence

of conventional morality, Moir (1974) asked whether training in role-taking
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is possible. One method of teaching that might influence social

perspective-taking and moral reasoning is role-playing. Considerable

research has been done to demonstrate the use of role-playing as an

instructional medium In a variety of settings. Rosen 0974) and

Smilansky (1968) reported on pre-school programs involving role-playing.

Dinkmeyer's kit for Developing Understanding in Self and' Others (DUSO)

includes role-playing activities for use in elementary school guidance

programs. Chesler & Fox (1966) and Lippitt, Fox & Schaible (1969)

described the use of role-playing in social studies progroms at both the

elementary and secondory school level. Schmuck (1968) discussed its

use in training teochers to better understond group processes. Chesler

and Lohman (1971) reported on the use of role-playing in organization

development projects concerned with conflict resolution.

Much of the current literature on role-playing may be traced to the

writings of Jacob Moreno (1946) Sherif (1947) and Shaftel (1948). Shoftei

and Shoftel (1967) present a theory and methodology of role-playing that

has potentiol applicotion for human volues education. In its simplest

sense, role-playing moy be viewed as the spontaneous practice of roles --

assuming them in order to practice the behavior required in a variety of

situations. Role-ploying is not aimed at achieving therapy, but it is o

set of procedures that employs all the techniques of critical evaluation

implied in the terms "listening," "discussion" and "problem-solving." It
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uses a verbal, symbolic model and proceeds through problem-definition,

delineation of alternatives and decision-making. The process of role-

playing outlined by Shaftel and Shaftel (1967) consists of a specific

sequence of steps:

1. "Warming upu-the group
2. Selecting the participants
3. Setting the stage
4. Preparing the audience
5. Role-playing
6. Discussion and evaluation
7. Re-enactment
8. Further discussion
9. Sharing experience and generalization

In "warming up" the group, the leader acquah.is -the- Pai-fiCipants

with the problem situation to arouse their awareness of the need to learn

ways iof dealing with the problem. This also helps them to identify with

the individuals in the problem.

Participants are usually selected by the teacher from those pupils who

have identified with the roles and who can feel the parts. While volunteers

may be called for, the teacher usually avoids assigning roles to children

who have been volunteered for those roles by others. This may be a form

of punishment or a particular child may not identify with a role thrust on

him.

The role-players set the stage by briefly planning what they are going

to dci. No dialogue is prepared but they simply decide in a general way

on a line of action. Since.role-playing is considered to have maximum
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. .

benefit when completely spontaneous, there are
. 'no set speeches and no

detailed plotting.

The teacher prepares the audience to be participating observers by

assigning the group to various observer tasks. This Is intended ro help

them to become good listeners to other's feelings and ideas so that they

might learn from the other person's perceptions.

In the enactment of the problem situation the role-players assume the

roles and live the situation responding to one another's words and actions

as they feel the people in those roles would behave. Since there is no

set plot, each participant reacts s'pontaneously to the developing situation.

During the discussion and evaluation period both the participants and

observers learn, with the support and often with the opposition of the

peers, to consider alternatives, consequences, and different points of view.

-
If decided, the situation may be re-enacted by new participants who

may assume the roles to:Clerrionstrate their interpretation of the situatijan.

Or the original participants may 'wish to play their role over again,

changing their interpretations in the light of the suggestions they receive

in the discussion. Role-reversals may be useful in developing an appreci-

ation for the other's point of view. This re-enactment is followed by

further 'discussion in which the participating observers and the role-players

have an opportunity to discuss new alternatives, consequences, and

solutions.
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The -,rocess concludes with a period of general discussiorwand sharing

of experiences. This is intended to allow the pupils to examine what

has happened and consider the possible application that it might have for

situations in which they find themselves.

This role-playing process has been suggested as a useful methodology

in helping children to see causal relationships, improve self-concept,

explore various roles, and develop sensitivity to the feelings of others

(Shaftel & Shaftel, 1967). Price (1964) has suggested that a sensitivity

to the feelings of others is the basis for the eventual development of

concern for others and for responsible personal and grOup behbvior. This

study attempted to determine whether role-playing can influence social

perspective-taking and moral reasoning.
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SUMMARY

An effort was made to influence the morcl.reasoning and social

perspective-taking levels of elementary school pupils by participation in

guided role-playing activities. Eighty-four students (28 second-graders

and 56 fourth-graders) of an elementary public school in a predominantly

white, middle-class, urban neighborhood. in southern Ontario (Canada)

were the subjects. Pupils were assigned to one of four experimental

groups of a modified Solomon 4-way design. The Experimental Group was

pretested, received the intervention, and was posttested. Control Group

1 was pretested and posttested. Control Group 2 received the intervention,

and was posttested. Control Group 3 was posttested. All testing consisted

of a semi-structured interview from which levels of moral reasoning and

social perspective-taking were derived. Intervention .consisted of a series

of 15 guided role-playing exercises directed by the guidance counsel; r. A

2 x 2 x 2 factorial analysis of variance and a 2 x 2 factorial analysis of

covariance were used to test the hypotheses. In general, support was not

found for the thesis that moral reasoning levels and social perspective-

taking levels are influenced by role-playing. However, evidence in support

of the age-related nature of these constructs as well as their parallel

development pattern was found. It is suggested that further research efforts in

moral education might benefit from the development of instruments of known validity.

Further, increased precision in assigning social perspective-taking leveis and moral

reasoning_ levels to students might be of asststance to th counselor prior to the
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intervention. This knowledge would further guide the counselor in directing the

role-playing exercises. Although Shaftel's methodology is potentially useful, in

this context of moral development it might have been augmented by a knowledge

of moral reasoning levels and social perspectivt-taking level, ^-ior to interven-

tion by the counselor.

tam
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Appendix A

Moral Reasoning Score (MRS) Transformdtions

of Corresponding Qualitative Scores

-(Da Mon, 1973)

Qualitative Scdee MRS

Substage OA 000

---0/v(0B) -025

OB 650

OB (1A) 075

lA

1A (1B)
/

1B 150

1B (2A) 175

2A 200

2A (2B) 225

2B 250
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Appendix B

Social Perspective4aking Score (SP-TS) Trans ormations

of Corresponding Qualitative Scores

(Selman, 1971)

Qualitative Score SP-TS

Level 0 -- egocentric perspective-taldng 0

Level 1 -- subjective perspective-taking 1

Level .2 -- self-reflecti, e perspective-taking 2

Level 3 -- mutual perspective-taking 3
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